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Zambia’s

largest trading company — dynamic toward looking with unlimited growth

potential, it can state categorically that it is the only parastatal organisation
manufacturing a wide range of carbonated cordial drinks; is introducing a liquid line
to manufacture essential

medicaments, and, of its own initiative, has created outlets

in its retail chain stores where the
If this is not

public can conveniently settle their electricity bills.

creativity and initiative, what is ?
Subsidiary companies;

City Radio and Refrigeration of Zambia Supplies Limited
Consumer

Buying Corporation of Zambia Limited (ZCBC)
Mwaiseni Stores Limited

National
National

Drug Company Limited

Agencies and Marketing Limited
NIEC Farms Limited

NIEC Overseas Services Limited
Zambia Horticultural Products Limited
Zambia National Wholesale and

(ZAMHORT)

Marketing Company Limited
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The Buthelezi Factor: Lessons from
SAFES TRUST

Angola and Mozambique

particular reference to Mozambique (SAPEM: Vol 5,
No. 10) and Angola (SAPEM: Vol 5, No. 12), we have tried
through these pages to draw some important lessons for the
nation-building exercises that have had to confront all of our
countries as they emerge from the African nationalist struggle,
to join white settler colonialist domination.
For example, no serious analyst of recent Southern African
history can afford to ignore the enormous significance of only
yesterday’s “rebels” being transformed almost overnight into
such essential national components in both Mozambique and
Angola. There are no true parallels in history; and,
notwithstanding the temptation to do so, we should not readily
equate the Buthelezi factor in South Africa to Jonas Savimbi
and Afonso Dhlakama in Angola and Mozambique. But there
are important historical features in all these countries and
about which it might be useful to highlight for our South
African compatriots; in the hope that it is not too late for that
country to have to go through decades of civil war before
acknowledging that such an outcome could have been
pre-empted, with better leadership and the genuine attempt at
establishing the bases for a national framework within which
to resolve these secondary contradictions.
With

It is true that the roots of dissension and conflict in the

the Buthelezis as mere political aberrations
as much traditional mythology
as apartheid’s support, they inflict untold violence and
mayhem in our midst?
The South African compatriots will have to exercise greater
ingenuity if the current scourge of violence is to subside and
decades of civil war pre-empted. Today, it might be Buthelezi
and his Inkhatha Movement; tomorrow it could be any one or
more of those factors that feel strong enough to lay claim for
continue to regard

while, armed to the teeth with

a

share of the national cake. The South African situation is

indeed

complex that not even the most concerned observer
But if we are to draw
any lessons from the recent history of our sub-region, these are
so

could with confidence suggest a solution.

some

of them.

First,

we

have to acknowledge that colonialism and

apartheid has bequeathed

a new

to subsume this under some

reality; it will not help to try

assumed blanket of “national

South Africa. How to deal with all the facets
reality must necessarily become a serious
pre-occupation of the National Liberation Movement in South
Africa. The people of South Africa should not be lulled into
the belief that the new South Africa will be borne simply out
unity” in

of that

of the

a new

new

overnight death of apartheid; they will have to

post-colonial period can be traced to the nature and unequal
impact of colonialist domination; and, in particular, in the

acknowledge the complex character of the “National

“divide and rule” tactics that were inherent in colonialist

economic and social consequences

practice in general. In this regard, the history of apartheid in

and

South Africa does illustrate, inter alia, that we have here

colonialism par excellence.
For that reason alone, the serious analyst must accept

that
apartheid will have bequeathed such an economic, political
and social legacy — what the famous French sociologist
Georges Balandier called the colonial situation — than we
have been prepared to acknowledge. Indeed, it was one of our
icons —Archie Mafeje (1969) — who coined that apt theory
on “The Ideology of Tribalism”, reminding us that today’s
“tribes” are essentially the creation of the (racist) colonialist,
reflecting the latter’s own image of Africa and facilitating that
social engineering exercise that was intrinsic to the colonialist
experience itself. But these “ideologies” assumed such
physical form that only ideological self-indulgence on the part
of many of us could try to conceal. And for how long shall we
2

I
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Question”, and the enormity of the process of redressing the

of centuries of colonialist

apartheid domination.

Second, the leadership itself must learn to transcend the

“ideology of tribalism”, by creating and developing a new
language of political and national discourse. This is the import
of the two feature articles herein by Nzimande and Maphai.
For example, it is not enough to seek to draw a distinction
between Buthelezi

on

the

one

hand and the so-called “Zulus”

important to establish the bases of a
national framework within which that “Zulu” consciousness,
so recently mobilised through Inkatha, can be dispelled and
on

the other; it is more

transformed into

a new

national consciousness. Indeed, it is

important that the National Liberation Movement proceeds
swiftly to establish explicitly that national framework, based
on

the coalition of patriotic

forces, and in the spirit of political

pluralism and tolerance. ♦
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FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

FROM THE EDITOR

—

CELEBRATING OUR FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

Five years ago

this month, we launched
journal the Southern Africa Political
and Economic Monthly (SAPEM) as part of
our “modest contribution” to the
struggle
for an African Social Science Community,
for the African identity in the world of social sciences; seeking “to create a bridge

academic-type journal, that will have, perhaps, concealed the fact that SAPEM has

this

between intellectuals and the

mass

often led the debate

which it has

to

AFRICA

“The

journals of limited circulation

mention

or

as

popular media made efforts
reproduce some of these key

articles and/or statements.
On the contrary, our popular

Ibbo Mandaza

But conditions

were

media tends
“foreign correspondent”, almost intent on marginalising indigenous
scholarship whose analyses, it will have to
to

somewhat different

three years ago, and we would like to
believe that SAPEM has contributed sig-

LITICAL&ECOIMOMIC MONTHLY

such

SAPEM if the

objective that

helped to facilitate dis-

as

It would, of course, be of great assistance
to

SAPEM will have to be assessed; on the extent to

such issues

Party State” {SAPEM: Vol.2 No.l2)
and “The Land Question” {SAPEM: vol. 5
No.7).

base,

cussion around the most immediate and

on

One

providing a forum for debate and analysis
of the major issues and developments in our
sub-region and beyond...” {Foreword: inaugural issue, October 1987).
It is in the context of this

♦

defer to the

be conceded, are often better and more

nificantly to the democratisation process
that has virtually put paid to the One-Party
State enterprise throughout the sub-region
and beyond and thereby also making press
freedom

reality in most of our countries.
Indeed, there has been criticism to the efa

feet that SAPEM has survived these

heady
its editorial policy has
the boulders in our
societies, particularly the Zimbabwean one
in which the magazine is based. The suggestion, according to such critics, is that
SAPEM should deal more frontally with issues of national concern. In part, this is because there has been the tendency to contrast our style with that of the popular
newspapers/magazines some of which
years if only because
steered away from

have been sustained

by sensationalism.
largely the role of
such newspapers in our society and, to that
extent, they do serve an important role in
the world of media. Necessarily, a journal
like SAPEM will have a different style,
even while reflecting on such pertinent is-

■

™

POUTIOAt & ECONOMIC MONTHLY

Needless to add, this is

pressing political and economic issues of
our

sub-region.

On the occasion of

our

second anniver-

in October 1989, we made the point
that a major concern of any publication
which seeks to comment on political and
economic issues is how to keep safe in the
sary

face of those in our societies who tend to be
narrow

minded, intolerant and defensive.

SaPEM OcTOBKR, 1992

sues

as

are

more

sensationalised in the

popular media, in addition to those subjects
which seek broadly to portray a Southern
Africa in political and economic motion. It
is this academic

style, characteristic of

an

relevant. (Take, for example,

public meeting

on

the fact that a
The Land Question in

Zimbabwe, called earlier this year by
SAPEM and its partner, the African Association of Political Science, received no
mention whatsoever in the local

media,

even

though it attracted some 700-900 per-

sons,

and fielded among the best analysts
subject. Not to mention the almost

on

the

3
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The sensational media will continue to

TH

ANNIVERSARY
1992

AFRICA

capitalise on the public’s fascination with
governmental inefficiency and/or comiption; SAPEM should seek to explain the
roots of the malaise, including an analysis
of the economic and political forces which
propel and sustain media bosses in our
societies. The popular media has to reap
financial benefits in the short-term; Journals like SAPEM have to build

like SAPEM
have had to confront when dealing with
would-be advertisers in our society.

active resistance that journals

we are tempted to conclude
import of the dismissive accusations that journals like SAPEM are too
“political” and “academic” is that our
analyses are more informed; transcending
mere criticism, identifying the historical,
political and socio-economic factors that
are the cause of underdevelopment and
neo-colonialism, highlighting the social

Sometimes,

that the true

forces that constitute the basis for change
and transformation,

an

intellec-

tual tradition upon

which subsequent
build, the distinction is

generations can
simply between short-term and expedient
gains on the one hand; and the sense of integrity and commitment on the other. All of
us are inevitably victims and subjects of our

%
AFRICA
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and indicating and

'

w
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•

desktop publishing unit that has
place since 1987, and a complete
pre-print processing plant, the journal and
the Southern Africa Printing and Publishing House (SAPPHO) of which it is part,

lårs
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age; in the end, only history will either
solve or condemn us. Time will tell.
With
more

a

print

run

ab-

i

become self-sufficient in the

production

en-

process

of 10,0(X) monthly and

commitment and dedication — to the quest

sub-region

identity for African scholarship in a
largely oblivious if not
cynical about anything that comes out of

that 50,000 readers in the

beyond, SAPEM, we believe, has been
largely successful. From a mere 1,500
copies in its first print-run in October 1987,
to 3,000 in its second year (1988-1989), to
6,000 in its third year (1990), and 10,000 in
this its fifth year, and now with a parallel
print-run of 10,000 for the South African
readership from this month onwards. The
coming few months will determine whether
and

soon

and establish the
foundation upon which the SAPES Trust
will become largely self-reliant
Our major achievement, therefore, is the
fact of our existence for the past five years
during which we have come out consistently every month since October 1987. At least
we have helped to prove that it can be done,
notwithstanding the very limited resources
available to African publications. It is sheer
tire

8. ECONOMIC

S

been in

A'

[political

-li.

monthly converts itself into a weekly
news analysis and intei-

will

I

==-=!

'

vanced

tained, in the context of the historical and
even the scholar is

integral part. This, we believe, should be
the role of such journals as SAPEM, while
also seeking to interact with the mass base
and the policy makers.

=;

lectual discourse. Now, with its own ad-

social realities of which
an

9:

that combines both

V

%Allf

clarifying the means whereby given political and economic goals can best be at-

4

o
the

;

“i, Robert Mugabe,
can't be dragged to
court by a settler...”

for

an

world that has been

Africa
credit

—

to

that has survived us. It is also

the SAPES/SAPEM staff, to the

network, and to all who have helped us
reach this far.
Ibbo Mandaza is the Editor-in-

Chief of SAPEM and Executive Director of SAPES Trust
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Compiled by Sandy Kuwali
ZAMBIA

government ministers and top civil servants could have unfair

LUSAKA: Privatisation of Parastatals

advantage in buying shares in the privatised state enterprises. The
this, adding that measures had

loss-making parastatals is gaining currency in
most Southern African Development Community (S ADC) member states as governments switch from socialist command

ZAPA Director General denied

economies to market-led economies.

Kaunda’s 27 years

Privatisation of

Zambia, which has

one

of the largest parastatal sectors in the

region with around 145 state-owned enterprises, is among the
countries which are in a hurry to reform parastatal sectors. One
of the major economic planks of the Movement for Multi-party
Democracy (MMD) during the October 31,1991 election, which
it won, was a reform of the parastatal sector.
“Our main objective in implementing the privatisation
programme in Zambia is to reduce government’s involvement in
business and thereby increase the role of citizens in business and
the creation of a private sector”, Zambia’s Commerce and Industry Minister, Ronald Penza, told a business conference in
Harare in September.
His government wants the widest participation possible by
Zambians in buying shares. Government is even thinking of
forming a privatisation trust fund to help those Zambians who
want to buy shares in the privatised state enterprises but cannot
afford it.

been taken

forestall such attempts.
Privatisation failed to take-off during

President Kenneth
of rule. Parastatals were then fertile grounds
for political patronage of jobs for the “boys” in the UNIP
echelons. As a result many of them had bloated staff compliments
inefficient and a huge drain on the country’s coffers. President
Chiluba and his team have pledged to make parastatals financially viable or eliminate them.
ZIMBABWE
Harare: New Political

lopsided multi-party democracy is to have another
political party — as yet unnamed.
The Forum for Democratic Reform

Mr Mwanakatwe.

Forum officials decided at the end of

September to join the
fray of at least six opposition parties in trying to wrest power
from the ruling ZANU-PF party, which has been in control for
Its
a

chairman, Mr Washington Sansole said the Front will hold

national convention in Harare in November at which

a new

leadership of the party will be elected.
“Many of Zimbabwe’s present woes stem from the fact that
have a constitution which is fundamentally flawed. This has
led to an authoritarian government which survives upon decepwe

tion,

a climate of fear, control of the media and manipulation of
general populace. The result has been incompetence,
widespread corruption, human rights abuse and a stifling of
innovation”, says the preamble of the party’s draft constitution

the

approval with

a

loan of

US$200 million for the privatisation programme. Other major
donors have also promised support. But it has not been plain sail-

ing for the MMD government in implementing the programme.
Although government allowed intense public and parliamentary
debate, opposition has been escalating especially from the Zambia Trade Union

Congress (ZTUC) of which President Frederick
Chiluba was its president before the MMD victory last year. They
are mainly against loss of jobs in the parastatals which will be
privatised. The idea of the Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines
(ZCCM) also being sold to foreigners when it provides jobs to
thousands of Zambians and earns the country 90% of its foreign
exchange is unpalatable to the trade union. But the government
has expressed readiness to put even ZCCM on the privatisation
list

University of Zambia have protested the
way the privatisation scheme is being implemented. They are
also wary of government intentions of selling national assets
such as ZCCM to foreign companies. They also believe that some

Sapem October, 1992

(Trust) in existence as a
for the last nine

pressure group on democracy and human rights
months or so, is to form a political party soon.

the last 12 years.

parliament passed a privatisation bill in August
to provide the necessary legal framework for the formation of
the Zambian Privatisation Agency (ZAPA), with former Finance
Minister and lawyer, John Mwanakatwe, as its head.
Some 17 parastatals are to be privatised by the end of the year.
They include a travel agency, a marble quarry, canneries, dry
clearing firms, pharmaceutical products and a ceramics factory.
“We arc watching for the barometer of response to rise,” says

Students too, of the

Party Formed

Zimbabwe’s

The 2^mbian

The World Bank has nodded its

to

for the country

which is being circulated nationwide before the
people’s comments.

convention for discussion and
Other

of constitutional reform

being proposed by the
presidency, re-introduction of the Senate, a
14-member cabinet with no deputies and a free press. Many Zimbabweans are skeptical of the effectiveness of the new party in
beating the ruling ZANU-PF at the polls. Many people have comTrust

areas

are a two-term

the dominance of intellectuals and other elite groups

mented

on

among

the present leadership of the Trust. Others have said
leadership could be a liability.

liberal Whites in its
But the Forum

leadership is confident that it

these doubts and the earlier it is turned into

a

can overcome

party, the better its

chances of

organising strong supjxjrt before the 1995 general
country’s present parliament has only three opposition members of parliament in the 150-member chamber.
elections. The

5

I
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BOTSWANA
Gaborone: Aid and
Botswana may
if the country’s

Military Expenditure
lose development aid from Norway and Sweden
military expenditure is not reduced, according to

the Botswana Gazette.
The paper said in a report on September 30, that Norwegian
and Swedish aid agencies. Norad and Sida, have expressed con-

Botswana’s high

military budgets.
representative in Botswana, Mr Terje Vigtel,
said that at their annual consultation meeting with government
officials in May, they registered their concern on the escalating
military budget. “We said in future we will look closer in the way
Botswana uses its resources and may be reflected in the Norad
aid programme’’, he said.
“We do not decide (in the field). Politicians at home are the
ones who make such decisions, and such expenditure would
make it hard for us to justify extra aid to Botswana’’, he added.
Sida’s head of development corporate office in Sweden, Ms
Astrid Dufborg, added that the international trend was focused
on military expenditures. Sida was no exception. “Our analysis
of the economics of Botswana, and especially the military allocation, may mean that Gaborone can take care of its development

cem at

Norad resident

needs.”
“Swedish

parliamentarians are influenced by many things in
expenditures are bound to influence
public opinion,” he said. Meanwhile Norad has suspended its aid
to the country’s remote areas development (RAD) programme,
pending results of the Botswana government’s review of the
their decisions but such

programme.
Mr Vigtel

told finance ministry officials that he had frozen the
sees the review. Resumption will
depend on the review. He added that conditions in aid agreement
specifically request submission of audited accounts of projects
to Norway. This is not complied with.
disbursement of funds until he

problems. For the elections, the country has been divided into 13
regions and 95 constituencies, with each region having six to 10
constituencies. The local authorities will be elected by proportional representation while regional councillors will be elected
by a simple majority.
Each regional council will nominate two councillors to sit on
the National Council, Namibia’s second parliamentary chamber.
Women representation in village councils and municipalities is
written into the Electoral Act, with councils of 10 members re-

quiring each party list having at least two women. Councils with
more members must have at least three. Namibia is a shining example in Africa of a young nation with a vigorous democratic
culture which is working well.
MALAWI

Lilongwe: Banda Announces a Referendum for Malawi
Malawi’s internal opposition group, the Alliance for Democracy
(Aford) on Monday, October 19, welcomed President Kamuzu
Banda’s acceptance of calls for a national referendum on the reintroduction of multi-party democracy in the country.
In a press release, Aford’s publicity secretary, Harry Chiume,
said the interim executive committee of Aford met in Lilongwe
under the chairmanship of Chakufwa Chihana to come out with
response to
tober 18.
a

President’s Banda’s announcement on Sunday, Oc-

“We welcome the

government’s decision to hold a national
long held position that it is
only through a free and fair referendum that the current political
crisis be resolved”, the press statement said.
Aford, therefore, calls on the government to draw up a specific
referendum. This re-affirms Aford’s

time table for the referendum.
To

ensure

that the referendum will be free and fair, Aford urges

the government to:
—

establish

an independent referendum commission which
lay down clear procedures governing access to the
press so that all opinions on this important national issue
are discussed freely without fear;
the immediate repeal of the preservation of the public
security act;
the immediate and unconditional release of all political
prisoners;
the unconditional and immediate termination of all political trials, including that of Chakufwa Chihana;
the realisation of genuine freedom of association,
freedom of speech and expression and freedom of the

will
NAMIBIA

Windhoek: Namibian

Primary Elections

Namibians go to the polls from November 30 to December 3 to
elect regional councils and local authorities in the first test of

popularity for the South West Africa People’s Organisation
(SWAPO) since it formed Namibia’s first government in 1990.
About 7(X),000 people, out of the country’s total population of
1.7 million are legible to vote. Walvis Bay, the disputed port
enclave in Namibia, still under South African jurisdiction, will
also have regional council elections. South Africa has agreed, in
principle, to allow Namibia to conduct the elections in the
enclave. An agreement between the two governments to that effeet is to be signed in due course.
“But for the registration process to start in Walvis Bay, it has
been agreed that the process has to await signing of the agreement,” Elections Directorate Information Officer, Vitura Kavari
told a media briefing in Windhoek on September 15.
The South Africa Press Association (SAPA) quoted him as
saying that voter registration was postponed from September 16
to September 21 due to logistical, technical and administrative
6

—

—

—

—

—

press;
declaration of
so

that

they

a

general amnesty for all Malawian exiles
home to participate in the referen-

can return

dum;
—

compiling of the new Voters Roll to ensure that all
eligible (from the age of 18) exercise their
rights: and
that the government of Malawi invite the international
community, particularly the United Nations, the Comthe

Malawians

—
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monwealth, the OAU, the Frontline States, and other in-

dependent organisations to monitor the referendum to ensure

fairs Committee

(PAC), met the President’s Committee on
Dialogue to discuss national issues.
Meanwhile, the Malawi Action Committee (MAC), a human
rights group of Malawian expatriates in North America, has also
welcomed President Banda’s announcement of

a

referendum,

with reservations.

MAC says the announcement is “a step in the right direction
that Banda has implicitly acknowledged that the decision as to

—

political direction of the country belongs to the people
as a whole and not to a few party functionaries.”

In union with

rule

during the last three decades such

—

—

—

It

—

—

as:

Article 4 of the Constitution of the

—

Republic of Malawi

Within

—

A

new

up,

cal party;

ment

referendum and

national conference to be held in

month of ratification, all government troops

gather in 29 assembly points while Renamo troops also
into 20 of their own points. Food would be distributed
to these assembly points by the United Nations.
Zimbabwe must withdraw its troops from the Beira and
Limpopo corridors within a month of ratification.
All weapons must be handed over to the United Nations
and this exercise must be completed in six months.

designating the Malawi Congress Party as the sole politipreventive detention order;
preservation of the public security act, and the
prohibited publications act.
also called for a six-month preparatory period for the

a

go

Aford, the churches and the United Democratic

for the referendum. MAC also believes that the government
should repeal legal legislation which sanctioned its repressive

news

or other Mozambican cities. Many people
to sink in first, after so many false starts and the

three-day delay from the promised date of signing on October 1.
President Chissano still managed to capture the aspirations
and mood of Mozambicans and the people of Southern Africa at
the signing ceremony in Rome when he told the guests gathered:
“Now begins a new era. This moment gives the Mozambican
people the most precious and noble gift of peace”.
A seven-point agreement was hammered out for the two sides
to sign, which came into effect on Thursday, October 15, after
the Mozambican parliament had ratified it. These are:

of Malawi

Party (UDP), it calls for speedy action in making arrangements

Sunday, there was not much spontaneous

rejoicing in Maputo
wanted the

that it is free and fair.

On Monday, October 19, Aford and other pressure groups of
church leaders, businessmen and lawyers called the Public Af-

the future

On that momentous

♦

—

armed force of 15 000 to 50 000

men

will be set

with men drawn equally from both the present governand Renamo.

Both the government

and Renamo will respect political
rights and guarantee the personal security of all Mozambican citizens.

—

The Mozambican

parliament will be asked to adopt

as

neutral

law, the protocols and guarantees agreed to, the agree-

country to discuss all elements of the process to democratisation.

will not act contrary to
will not apply existing laws that are contrary to the peace accord.
Renamo will respect the conditions and guarantees in the
agreement. It will stop fighting after the ceasefire and
will, in effect, conduct its political campaigns within the

a

It also re-affirmed all the conditions put
sure a free and fair referendum.

a

ment

forward by Aford to en-

President Banda announced the

holding of a referendum at a
He did not give the date
international observers
will be invited to verify its being free and fair.
Meanwhile, one of Malawi’s leading opposition figures, Mr
Orton Chirwa died in prison in Zomba on Tuesday, October 21.

—

press conference on Sunday, October 18.
when it will be held but promised that

framework of the law.
—

ruling Malawi Congress Party when Banda was in Gwelo prison
in 1959-60. He surrendered the presidency to President Banda
on the later’s release from detention in Gwelo prison. Chirwa
was abducted from Zambia by Malawi security officials in 1981
and tried by a traditional court in 1983 and sentenced to death.
The death sentence was later commuted to life imprisonment by
Banda.

The international

community, and the UN in particular,

will be asked to monitor the peace process and first
Mozambican multi-party elections. A conference of

A former Minister of Justice in President Banda’s first cabinet
until the cabinet crisis in 1964, Chirwa was the founder of the

itself and that government

the protocols and

major aid donors is to be called within the coming month.
three-day delay in signing the peace accord was due to
last-minute revisions to the agreed text demanded by Dhlakama.
With Zimbabwean President, Robert Mugabe, Botswana PresiThe

dent. Sir Ketumile Masire, Malawian Minister in the President’s
Office, John Tembo and South African Foreign Minister, Pick
Botha present to render any help, he was prevailed upon to keep
his earlier

promise to sign. He did.
be honoured? Political observers in the
region believe it will, with isolated violations here and there because of the indiscipline of soldiers on both sides. But the warweariness of the Mozambicans, the abject poverty now compounded by drought and the changed regional and international
political situation will force the two protagonists to stick to the
agreement and work towards a new Mozambique. ♦
Will the agreement

MOZAMBIQUE
Maputo: The Peace Accord
Mozambicans heaved a sigh of relief. After two years of tortuous negotiations in Rome and 16 years of a brutal civil war
with nearly one million people dead. President Joaquim Chissano and Renamo leader, Afonso Dhlakama,
signed the longawaited peace treaty on October 4.
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THE DILEMMAS OF CHIEF BUTHELEZI
AND HIS INKATHA MOVEMENT

without

locating them within the history of
relationship to the apartheid
imperialism, monopoly capital, and

Inkatha and its
state,

the national liberation and democratic
movements in South

Blade Nzimande

Since its formation in 1975, Inkatha has
been faced with

a

of characterising
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS in South

the extent to which he and Inkatha face

Africa since the Summit between the Presi-

severe

dent of the ANC, Nelson Mandela, and FW
de Klerk have put into sharp
relief the status and the dilemmas

focus and

dilemmas and condadictions.

The aim of this paper
dilemmas faced

is to highlight the
by Buthelezi and Inkatha

facing the bantustan
more particularly

of the

over

a

Buthelezi used to be invited to ad-

functions

as

well

as some

progres-

sive democratic

organisations.
The strength of Inkatha and its

largely pinned on the
relative popularity that
Buthelezi enjoyed during this
period. Buthelezi combined
support was
respect and

people in

characteristics that place

him in an
unique position to claim
leadership of the African people,
not only in Natal but in the country

almost

Gatsha Buthelezi:

supporters of Buthelezi and

Inkatha.

tiff between Buthelezi and De

Klerk, which could be likened to a “lovers’

quarrel”, also reveals the extent to which
Inkatha has become dependent on apartheid for its survival. Buthelezi’s response
the Mandela/De Klerk summit and the

i

progressive trade union

dress

port in Natal. Such a march
would shatter both the dream and claims

Chief with

a

double agenda

as

phase of the South African
struggle. In order to do this, it is important
to trace the origins of these dilemmas and
how they have progressively matured since
in the current

the formation of Inkatha.
A Brief

History of Inkatha and
Buthelezi’s Role

Any attempt to understand the present
facing Buthelezi and In-

to

role and dilemma

planned march to Ulundi in fact captures

katha cannot be

8

How has this

about?

1979, Inkatha had a positive
image within the wider Black
population inside South Africa.
For example, during this period,

the ANC and its allies have sup-

The public

becoming

surrogate of, and totally allied to

From its formation and at least

supported march to Ulundi
would put paid to the claims by
Buthelezi that he is the prime

are

Inkatha

up to

Natal. A successful and well-

that Zulus

to

the apartheid regime.

which

minister of the Zulus, and further expose the extent to which

sharpened over the
Inkatha has increasingly become
dependent on these apartheid
structures
mainly in the form of

come

fragile hold

the African

years as

a

meeting between Buthelezi,
Gqozo, Mangopo and ultraright parties highlights the
desparation of Buthelezi and
Inkatha in the light of the imminent collapse of apartheid.
The planned march to Ulundi
by the ANC/SACP/COSATU
alliance in protest against the
lack of freedom of political activity in KwaZulu has further
extent to

This contradiction has

tion have led

dela and De Klerk and the

Buthelezi has

time

Inkatha to resolve this contradic-

in protest

revealed the

same

functioning within apartheid structures.

apartheid security forces — to
strengthen its own political position. Attempts by Buthelezi and

pulling

negotiation process
against the Record of
Understanding between Manout

tion movement while at the

—

Buthelezi and his Inkatha
Buthelezi’s

major contradiction: that
itself as a national libera-

the KwaZulu bantustan and the

leaders, and
movement.

Africa.

properly undertaken

a

whole at the time. Within

was seen and able to
project himself as a senior member of the
Zulu royal family. He was also a member
of the ANC Youth League before the banning of the ANC, and claimed that he had a
political relationship with Chief Albert
Luthuli, president of the ANC, up to its banning. Through these positions and claims,
Buthelezi was able to position himself and
Inkatha as the embodiment of the largest

Natal, he

‘nation’ in South Africa, the Zulus.
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The

banning of the national liberation
early 1960s and of the

the

use

of the KwaZulu bantustan, Inkatha

movement in the

modelled itself

Black Consciousness Movement in 1977

party’ states. Accompanying this was a further manoeuvring by Inkatha: the introduction of an Inkatha syllabus into all KwaZulu schools. The objectives of this syl-

provided Buthelezi and Inkatha a unique
opportunity and space within which to assert political leadership of the national
liberation smuggle. Buthelezi and Inkatha
at

this time had

enormous

confidence that

they were the leadership of the African
people in South Africa. The respect
Buthelezi held in Inkatha’s early years contributed significantly to this confidence.
The high point was the release of an opinion
poll in 1978 by the German Arnold
Bergstraesse Institute showing that
Buthelezi was supported by 43% of
Africans in Soweto, Durban and Pretoria,
1
whilst Mandela had only a 21 % following.
In

1977, the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly had in fact passed a motion calling on the
South African government to recognise
Buthelezi

as

was

2

with this confidence that

Buthelezi led

delegation to meet the ANC
in London in 1979. At this meeting he broke
any relationship Inkatha might have had
with the ANC, boldly saying that he was a
leader in his own right. Clearly Buthelezi
a

and Inkatha

hoped that they had effectively replaced the ANC as a political force inside the country. This he also demonstrated
by continuously emphasising the fact that
“... Inkatha has
of the ANC

as

not

abandoned the ideals

propounded by the founding

fathers in 1912, built on the solid rock of
our

were

Ubuntu-botho ideal”.

Coupled with these developments,
however, was an intense manouevring by
Inkatha, using the KwaZulu bantustan, to
silence all opposition in KwaZulu. In its
original constitution, Inkatha stipulated
that it would be the only political party in
KwaZulu. This was adopted by the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly in 1974, even
before Inkatha was formerly launched.‘’ In
1975, the then Minister of Bantu AdminisU'ation turned down
KwaZulu

a

request by the

Legislative Assembly to give the
KwaZulu government permission to ban
political parties in KwaZulu as he felt that
this was contrary to democracy! Through
Sapem October. 1992

stated

the authoritarian ‘one-

as

follows:

The syllabus is based on the aims and objectives of the National Cultural Liberation
Movement (Inkatha) as found in the Constitution
In drawing up this syllabus the
committee was influenced by the need to
develop in our youth the whole person
...

within the ambit of Inkatha constitution...

(and) that many adults seem to hold divergent views and beliefs about Inkatha
These are passed onto the young and cloud
the youth’s minds. It is thus hoped that this
syllabus together with its guide will clear
many doubts and thus create unified ideas
to match with the goals of Inkatha.^
.

.

.

Turning Against the People.

the real leader of the African

people in South Africa
It

labus

on

The years 1979-1980 were a turning
pxtint in the history of Inkatha, and laid the

foundation for the dilemmas that the

or-

ganisation is currently facing. A number of
important developments took place during
this period which were to place Inkatha irrevocably against the people, not only in
Natal but in the country as a whole. The
parting of ways with the ANC opened this
turn against the people. The most important
event

influencing the direction that

Buthelezi and Inkatha took

was

the Kwa-

Mashu school

boycotts in 1980. KwaMashu township, near Durban, had been
handed

over to

KwaZulu in 1977. The

students’ refusal to go back to classes when
Buthelezi instructed them to do so at the

beginning of 1980, was the first mass rebellion against Buthelezi and Inkatha’s
authority in KwaZulu. At a subsequent rally
called by Inkatha to try and quell this rebellion in the township, Buthelezi spelt out
very clearly the direction Inkatha was
taking. He bluntly told the gathering, “Let
me warn everybody that there is no strategy
in the bastions of Inkatha’s strength other
than a strategy in collaboration with

Inkatha”.^
In

1980, Buthelezi isolated himself com-

pletcly from all anti-apartheid organisations operating inside the country. He

♦

engaged in verbal attacks
nalists who

were

on White jourcritical of him, warning

them that

they were sowing divisions
within the Black community. He further attached Black newspapers like the Post and
Sunday Post for sowing disunity amongst
Blacks and laying the seeds of a Black civil
war if they continued to publish letters critical of Inkatha. He also charged the Natal
Indian Congress with vilifying him. The
most significant act was his vehement opposition to the formation of the Release
Mandela Committee. Contrary to his
claims that he was always in the forefront
of the struggle for the release of Mandela,
when this committee

was

formed,

Buthelezi

urged his supporters — in a rally
in April 1980 in Soweto — not to support
this campaign since it was being used to
build up Mandela’s name at his
(Buthelezi’s) own expense.^ During this
year, Buthelezi also made numerous verbal
attacks on Bishop Tutu and the South
African Council of Churches

as

well

as on

Dr Motlana of the Soweto Committee of

Ten.
Of

particular significance in 1980, and
perhaps a pointer to how the security forces
were to behave later, was the public announcement by the head of the security forces

that he had learnt from ANC broadcasts

in Tanzania that the ANC intended

assas-

sinating Buthelezi. The Inkatha central
committee was to respond quickly to this
by warning the ANC of a Black civil war if
they attempted such assassination. Of note
in Buthelezi’s speeches at this time was the
increasing threat of a Black civil war. In
fact, Buthelezi started to declare for the first
time, his preparedness to take up arms

against the national liberation and
democratic movements. For instance, in
response to

the school boycotts in Kwa-

Mashu, he urged his supporters to form
vigilante groups and shoot to kill anyone
found interfering with the schools. In addition, he responded to the bombing of
SASOL

by the ANC’s armed wing by
saying that he would not stand by and watch
the ANC commit political suicide.* It was
also in 1980 that he announced his intention to train

keep order, to
prevent the destruction of schools and to
an

army to

9
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♦

control riots. The KwaZulu Police

was

formed that year and, significantly, in the
KwaZulu government’s 1981/82-1982/83

budget, the allocation for the police

grew

from about Rl,6m to R6m.
All the above

developments were a clear

indication of full-scale

preparation on
Inkatha’s part to fight against any political
initiatives that was not under the control of
Buthelezi. This

was happening against the
backdrop of the resuscitation of mass struggles countrywide. These developments
were to shatter once and for all any illusions
and confidence that Buthelezi might have

had

as

the ‘real leader of Africans in South

Africa’. In fact,

by the early 1980’s, the
political choices for Buthelezi and Inkatha
were starkly clear: either throw your weight
behind the democratic movement or remain
with the bantustan system and be damned.
The dilemma facing Buthelezi at this
time

was

katha

as

that he still

the

saw

himself and In-

leadership of the African

people, and he was not prepared to be seen
as an equal partner to the emerging
demoeratic movement. Throwing in his lot
with the democratic forces would

mean

abandoning the KwaZulu bantustan, which
at that time he still claimed to be using as a
means with which to fight apartheid. Like
all other bantustan political parties, Inkatha
was also fast becoming a class representative of an aspirant African national
bourgeoisie which was increasingly using
the KwaZulu state apparatuses for purposes
of accumulation and reproduction. The extent of the interlinkage between Inkatha
and the KwaZulu bantustan led to

one option for Buthelezi, that of turning against
the people. Buthelezi’s desparation, as well
as

his own personality, made Inkatha ready,

as

it were, for use

ces

who

mass

were

by the state security forgrowing

all out to smash the

democratic

movement.

Subjugating the Zulu Royal Family
The above

developments in the early
leading to the erosion of
Inkatha’s support and, consequently, to increasing dependence on its regional base
1980’s

were

and the KwaZulu bantustan. Buthelezi’s

defence against the

erosion of support from
the growing democratic movement was to
combine patronage through the KwaZulu
10
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Gatsha Buthelezi (centre) draws
the royal family

legitimacy from his own direct blood relationship with

bantustan and the

apartheid repressive state
aparatuses, and to appeal to Zulu
nationalism, in an attempt to keep together
a disintegrating regional base.
For Buthelezi to effectively make use of
Zulu tribalism as his mobilising force, it
was important for him to ensure that the
Zulu monarchy was on his side. The years
between 1975 and 1980

tie for the
tween

saw an

intense bat-

political control of the King be-

members of the Zulu

royal family on

the one hand and Buthelezi, Inkatha and the
KwaZulu Legislative Assembly (KLA) on
the other. When the Zulu monarch

was

al-

legedly involved in an attempt to form a
party in opposition to Inkatha in KwaZulu,
Buthelezi called a special conference of Inkatha in January 1976 and summoned the
King to answer for his involvement in
politics. At that meeting Buthelezi called
upon the Zulu people to choose between
himself and the King as the (Zulu) nation’s
political leader. The King was asked to sign
a pledge that he would refrain from taking
part in active politics.^ There were senior
members of the Zulu royal family who
were, and continue to be, unhappy with the
removal of the royal family as the seat of
political power in KwaZulu.

The tension between Buthelezi and the

King was to continue and it exploded again
in 1980, when the King was summoned by
the KLA and charged with having said that
Buthelezi

was collaborating with the apartregime. When the King refused to appear, his salary was approximately halved
by the KLA. Using the power of the KwaZulu bantustans, Buthelezi was to finally
subjugate the King to Inkatha and the KLA.
According to Mare and Hamilton,
“Buthelezi managed to shift the king
into a subsidiary position, both in regard to

heid

.

the KLA and

to

Inkatha, while at the

.

.

same

time

drawing as much legitimacy as possible from his own direct blood relationship
with the

royal family and from his
political relationship with the
royal house”.^t was this subjugation of
the King in the 1980’s that gave Buthelezi
more power to use ‘Zulu nationalism’ with
the King on his side.
ancestors’

Dilemmas of Buthelezi and Inkatha
The intensification of mass

sdaiggles and
organisation of various sectors of the
community — youths, students, women
and workers
presented formidable opposition to apartheid in 1980’s. Because Inthe

—

katha controls the KwaZulu bantustan, and
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has become dependent on

it for its survival,
struggle against apartheid and all its structures has effectively become a struggle
against Inkatha and all other beneficiaries
of the bantustan system. In essence, those

that

a

in South Africa

bantustan leaders whose fate is still inex-

reflects De Klerk’s

tricably linked to the bantustans are caught
in a vicious circle. The greater the challenge to apartheid, the more they rely on
force. The more force they use, the more
they are rejected by the people. The greater
this rejecdon, the more they are thrown into
the hands of the apartheid regime. This is

tween

the

essence

are

other

Buthelezi

of Buthelezi’s dilemma. There

specific dilemmas facing
and Inkatha in pardcular in the

current period. In order to understand these
dilemmas, it is important to discuss them

within the context of Buthelezi’s

ideological pillars and claims to political leadership
in South Africa.

Firsdy, Buthelezi had an international
ideological appeal to imperialism in the
sense that he was the only real altemadve
to

the ‘communist-controlled’ ANC and

bulwark

against communism.
This pillar is daily being eroded with the
collapse of Eastern Europe and the growing confidence of imperialism in a unipolar
world and its capacity to deal with what are
regarded as recalcitrant regimes anywhere
in the world. In terms of imperialism
designs, it is very clear that a long-lasting
was seen as a

settlement in South Africa will be

which is

an

one

accommodation between the

ANC and the de Klerk

regime. The continned revelation of scandals involving Inkatha and its image as a violent organisation is costing Buthelezi dearly. His only
usefulness to imperialism is that he could
be maintained as a future check against a
non-capitalist progressive regime in South
Africa, just like Unita and Renamo in Angola and Mozambique respectively. In
other words, he is no longer imperialisms’
‘first prize’. Hence the obvious collapse of
some of his international support networks.
Internally, Buthelezi has for a long time
been the hope of monopoly capital in South
Africa. But now, the De Klerk regime, as
the representative of the white capitalist
class in South Africa, has painfully realised
Sapem October, 1992

a

firmer base for
can

capital accumulation
only be laid by a politi-

cal settlement with the ANC, albeit a

weakened and reformist ANC. The current
tiff between De Klerk and Buthelezi

♦

part of Inkatha’s original discourse, it was

changed quite significanUy in recent dmes.
Whilst in the pre-1980 period the concept ‘Zulu nationalism’ was given form
around the King, it now also includes the

growing conflict beimperative of settling with the
ANC on the one hand, and carrying Inkatha

KwaZulu bantustan and all its appartuses.
For example, Buthelezi used to insist that

with him

tern not because

the

on

the other. The two

are essen-

daily irreconcilable.
base, at least up undl the mid-1980’s, was
his continued claim that he, together with
Inkatha, was the embodiment of the tradidons of the

founding fathers of the ANC,
groomed in the claimed non-

was

violent tradidon of Chief Luthuli. This

was

effecdvely challenged for the first time at
the beginning of the 1980’s with the formadon of the UDF in particular. The UDF was
firmly rooted in the Congress tradition and,
through struggle, it gave the Congress
tradidon

a

militant content at

a mass

level

inside South Africa.

Buthelezi could

By the late 1980’s,
only helplessly complain

that the UDF was a front for the ‘ANC mission in exile’. An alternative

Congress-

dominated
had
to

leadership and mass movement
emerged in the 1980’s which put paid

Buthelezi’s notion that he

was

the ‘real

leader of Africans in South Africa’. It

was

pardcularly the effecdve challenge to this
ideological pillar that threw Inkatha, in an
attempt to survive polidcally, deep into the
fold and machinations of the

apartheid

regime and its security forces.
The third ideological pillar was the

‘Zulu

nationalism’. This discourse originally
rooted in the nodon that Buthelezi and Inkatha

was

operadng within the bantustan
was not an

sys-

apart-

using it
platform to fight the system. Of late,
for Buthelezi, KwaZulu is part of the
heritage of the Zulu people. This turnabout
as a

is the most classical reflection of how

Buthelezi is

continually being drawn into
polidcal survival. The call
by the ANC and its allies for the disbanding of KwaZulu bantustan is regarded as an
attack on the ‘Zulu people.’
The use of the concept of the ‘Zulu
nation’ by Inkatha, and its projecdon as the
political custodian of the ‘nadon’, provided
the polidcal radonale for the extension of
the war to the Reef. The projecdon of the
tribalism for his

war

in the Reef as

to

is

one

survive

politically and strengthen its

base, it has to rely on Zulu tribalism. But
this at the

same

dme restricts Inkatha’s

political base to Natal. As these contradicdons sharpen, violence becomes one of
Inkatha’s major instruments in asserting itself

as a

nadonal

polidcal force.

The above account provides the basis

for
understanding why Inkatha has become
one of the major means through which the
apartheid regime has waged its violent war
to

weaken the nadonal liberation

violence

unite all the

war

strategy. It shows that in order for Inkatha

Shaka, whose mission

was to

Xhosa-Zulu

damental contradiction in Inkatha’s

ment.

people in South Africa. Its basis
was also the claim by Buthelezi that he is
prime minister to the King. The deepening
of struggles against apartheid and the growing popularity of mass struggles under the
leadership of the ANC is throwing
Buthelezi even deeper into tribalism as he
tries to protect his only base: the ‘Zulu
people’ and the KwaZulu bantustan.
Though this Zulu nadonalist ideology was

a

example of what is perhaps the most fun-

the embodiment of the great
Zulu warrior tradidon, personified through
were

African

KwaZulu

heid creation, but because he was

Another basis for Buthelezi’s power

and

he

move-

For the apartheid state, it has become
useful to hide behind and project the
as

Black-on-Black ethnic

violence. Inkatha itself finds the support
from the apartheid regime and its structures
a

useful tool that will catapult it onto the na-

donal

polidcal

scene.

It is in this way that

Inkatha, like Boputhatswana and Ciskei,
has become

dependent on apartheid and its
using these as instruments for
political power itself.
Buthelezi can only sustain the discourse
structures,

of the Zulu nadon in

so

far

as

he condnues
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♦

to

control the KwaZulu bantustan and is

up by apartheid. He can also susonly insofar as he keeps the King
under his political control. However, the effective subjugation of the King to Inkatha
acts to alienate those Zulu-speaking South

propped
tain this

Africans who

are not

Inkatha members.

This is the most serious flaw in attempts by
Buthelezi to use Zulu tribalism. This is not

by any means meant to undermine the support that Buthelezi has, no matter how
small, as well as the dangers of tribal
mobilisation for future stability in a
democratic South Africa.
The future of Inkatha and Buthelezi
be clear in the period immediately after the establishment of a post-apartseems to

heid South Africa. If he is defeated dismal-

ly in

a democratic, free and fair election,
which is highly likely, he will definitely

claim, using arms if need be, his political
share

by virtue of being the political leader

of the ‘Zulu nation’. Already his threats for
secession are an indication that he might

fight for this if defeated. The advantage of
tradition for him and Inkatha is that traditional

leadership is merely asserted and it
through a
democratic process. It is for this reason that
Buthelezi has shifted from demanding a
unitary state in the late 1970’s to
federalism. If things get worse, his fallback position will definitely be a demand
for an independent Zulu state. That is why
Inkatha’s flirtations with the ultra-right
should not be taken lightly. In fact this

Is Inkatha

an

embodiment of the great

might be the ultimate route if De Klerk
finally dumps him, and the people of South
Africa pronounce their democratic JudgeNotes
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Egypt and Israel. In fact, as recent

in 1985, the world witnessed the failure

Blade Nzimande is with the Education

Projects Unit, University ofNatal, and a
member of AAPSISAPES South Africa

movement

of the Commonwealth effort

by the
Group (EPG) to persuade
Pretoria into participadng in a negodated
setdement involving the African National
Congress (ANC). Such a failure, according

has to

Maphai

to an

SINCE THE

beginning of 1990, political
developments occurred at a speed unprecedented in the country’s history. In its suddenness, at least, the South African transidon process
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1

resembled the rapprochement

observer, reflected that no shared per-

cepdon of

a stalemate exists at present.
Nevertheless, since the failure of the EPG,

Indicators Towards

a

Negotiated

Settlement
—

Contact between the outlawed ANC
and internal

political organisations indelegadons included
both pro-apartheid and resistance organisadons. Previously, meedngs such
creased. Internal

as

important trends developed suggesting an
acknowledgement, on the part of the state,
of the indispensable role the liberation

play in the political set-

dement.

Eminent Persons

Vincent T.

speech in KwaMushu, 18 May 1980.

ther

speech at an Inkatha prayer meeting
youth rally, KwaMushu, Durban, 18 May

between

TRANSITION

‘People’s Education’ Transformation,

vol 5.

them both. ♦

ment on

does not have to be tested

THE POLITICS OF

Zulu ‘warrior' tradition?

these

were

hazardous for the inter-

nal

participants because of predicable
government reprisals.
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The former South African state

presi-

negotiated

dent, P.W. Botha held talks with the

touchstone
( i

imprisoned ANC leader. Nelson Mandela, at the presidential residence. This
incident prompted speculations that
Mandela would be released and that
serious constitutional

negotiations

public demonstrations

were per-

mitted for the first time in decades.

—

Previously, such protests were met
with brutal police action.
Namibia’s independence following
South Africa’s traumatising military
stalemate at Cuito Cuanavale

—

An-

gola.
—

President-elect, De Klerk’s public
local and international

pledge for a
negotiated political reform. Ironically,
at

—

of

moderates”

and

revolutionaries”. A

was

a

“sell-outs”,
“counter-

common

percep
tion within these groups was that
Pretoria conceived of negotiation as
dictatorial monologue, involving

powerless but ambitious Black
functionaries sympathetic to the
regime. Suddenly the concept became
a pre-occupation of the liberation
some

would follow.
Free

settlement

the time, De Klerk represented the

ruling party’s right-wing. His record in
various cabinet portfolios was that of a
right-wing politician.
“Negotiation” suddenly become a
legitimised household phrase, both
within the ruling establishment and the
anti-apartheid organisations. In the
liberation tradition, previously.

♦

geted known right-wing towns like
Boksburg, Johannesburg (between
Pretoria and Johannesburg).
These developments were strong indicators of imminent changes in the
country’s political climate. To begin with,
what lies behind the sudden enthusiasm for

negotiation within the charterist tradition?
The central argument here is that both the
ruling National Party and the ANC believed

movement.

that the country

The imminent release of

other words, if the conflict escalated there

Rivonia

could

high profile
prisoners like Walter Sisulu

and Govan Mbeki.

Certain residential areas,
reserved for

one

previously

racial group, were

opened to all. This process was quite
interesting because in some sense the
government was accepting a de facto
reality. In Johannesburg, particularly.
Blacks had already moved illegally in
previously ‘Whites Only’ areas. The
choice of areas was particularly illuminating. The government could
have opened up traditionally liberal

only be losers. As Van Zyl Slabbert
(1987:92) observed:
the parties to the conflict are not now
in

a

position to win

on

their

own

terms, nor do

they face the prospect
of impending defeat.
They estimated the cost of escalating war
to outweigh the benefits from the continuation of what that war provides. Both parties
stood to loose had the stalemate continued.

The stalemate, in turn, was a result of a

complex matrix of domestic, regional and
international factors.

cities in order to embarrass the left

wing of White politics. Instead, it

had reached a stalemate. In

There is No Stalemate

tarThe existence of

a

stalemate

was

not

universally perceived. In fact, both within
the ANC and its critics, there were serious
doubts about the existence of

a

stalemate.

For

example, according to a spokesperson
Peoples’ Organisation,
Azapo, “the state has nothing to lose at a
negotiating table. On the contrary, the
government is in a position to dictate the
terms and agenda of the negotiations and
enjoyed the power of veto. It enjoys high
military morale, is in full control, and can
continue to occupy Black schools and locations. Any negotiation at this stage would
be a ‘sell-out’ settlement” (Weekly Mail.
August 4-11: 1989).
Azapo’s fears were that a negotiation
proeess ignored the plurality of the liberation struggle. “When you halt the revolution at an advanced stage you inherit the
corrupt legacy of the colonialist
government”. Azapo was also concerned
that the government could cause splits
of the Azanian

Pic:

The stalemate

was

largely perceived at leadership rather than grassroots level

Sapem October, 1992
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within the ANC, and exacerbate the exist-
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ing division between the ANC and other organisations.
The alternative to a negotiated settlement, according to ANC’s left critics was
to organise, mobilise and gain strategic
reforms which could force the government
to abdicate.
Even

though the ANC accepted the
negotiation option above, concerns were
also shared within the organisation. The
former ANC president, Oliver Tambo
(Sechaba: 23:2) observed that:
The apartheid structures, though
shaken and weakened by the forces
for change, are still in place; people's
organisations remain restricted; activists detained, murdered or hanged,
and censorship of the media remains
stringent.
Process And

Dynamics

Originally, talks were confined to
bilateral agreements between the ANC and
the government. They resulted in the wellknown D.F. Malan, Pretoria and Groote
Schuur minutes. These agreements covered

wide areas such as the release of political
prisoners, return of exiles, immunity conditions and the cessation of hostilities. The

The unbanning of political

organisations
February 1990 has had an impact on almost every aspect of the South African
socio-political life. Black politics have had
in

their share of

a

transformation

as

well.

While the key political actors in

the country
may have prepared themselves mentally for
the unbannings, for ordinary activists the
negotiation process came as a surprise.
There were implications, particularly for
the ANC, arising out of this sudden turn of
events. The organisation found itself facing
a new wave of challenges and difficulties.
The speed at which the process occurred
put the ANC at a disadvantage at the beginning. It was forced into a terrain it understood least against a powerful, manipulafive and experienced player, the National
Party. As a result, at the outset the National Party took the initiative, reducing the
ANC to a mere reactive agent. Furthermore, the ANC had to battle to organise itself, to make

a

transition from

a

liberation

political party. This was particularly difficult.
A liberation movement operates on the
basis of secrecy, neurosis, distrust, and conSlant vigilance. A political party, in contrast, requires accountability, openness,
movement to a

agreements were generally phrased in am-

consultation and debate. In other words,

biguous terms. As a result, a great deal of
bickering followed over their exact interpretation.
A number of factors impinged on the nature and pace of the negotiation process.
Two are worth isolating because of their
impact on the process.
First, unlike in Rhodesia, South Africa

what is essential for a political party

stalemate. The Rhodesian talks

was

in

were

largely attempts by the British to exfavourable terms of surrender for Ian

tract

a

Smith. In South Africa, the government
was wounded but not defeated. This placed
definite limitations for the liberation

move-

ments.

Second, time frames were crucial in
South Africa, at least in the early phases of
the talks.

Constitutionally, De Klerk was
an exclusively White election

bound to call

before June 1994 at the absolute latest. As
a

result, the pressure to expedite the process

to a

14

point of no return

was enormous.

for a liberation movement. The
also

is fatal

converse

is

true.

Because there

was no shared perception
existing stalemate between the leadership and the street activists, the latter
viewed negotiation as a form of capitulation by the ANC. Second, the unbannings
raised the profile of the PAC (Pan
Africanist Congress), however marginally.
Until 1990, this organisation, which split

of an

from the ANC in the late fifties, was

generally dismissed as ineffectual, and was
unheard of among most urban youths
of the eighties. Suddenly, the ANC had to
even

concede much of its strident rhetoric to the

PAC, whose militant rhetoric appealed to
the angry youths. The fact
refused to negotiate in the

that the PAC
early stages,
complicated the ANC’s position.
With apartheid being formally
denounced, the ANC had to find

a new

ral-

Former ANC President, Oliver Tambo, ac-

knowledged the need to organise, mobilise
gain strategic reforms as the alternative to a negotiated settlement

and

President De Klerk, unlike his dour and
reckless predecessor,

Botha, proved to be a
sophisticated strategist and a challenge for
the ANC. He presented himself with a
measure of success as a champion of reform
and non-racialism, and undermined the
ANC’s campaign of international isolation

against South Africa.
Another challenge for the ANC was how
to integrate its various rtaditions: the exiled
Lusaka group, the military wing, Umkhonto, the internal Mass
ment

Democratic Move-

(UDF) and the former Robben Island

prisoners. Although held together by loyalty to the Freedom Charter, each strand had,
over time, developed its own tradition and
style of mobilisation. Bringing them
together was particularly trying at times.
The ANC had to address all these chal-

lenges simultaneously with a negotiation
process against a fairly organised opponent. In addition, the government controlled most of the media, especially
television and radio. In short, the ANC was

disadvantage from the beginning.
1991, the negotiation
process was widened to include other parties in a forum known as CODESA (Conat a

In December

gress

for

sense,

a

Democratic South Africa). In

a

CODESA marked the beginning of

lying point for its disparate constituency.
Sapem October, 1992
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formal
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negotiations proper. It was multifairly inclusive compared to the

lateral and

hitherto bilateral talks between the ANC
and the National

Party. The forum included
practically 18 political organisations and
the South African government. Multi-party
working groups were formed to make
recommendations on the following questions: the creation of

a

climate for free

political participation; the role of the international community; the general constitutional principles, transitional arrangements/interim government, the future of
the TBVC states (former so-called independent bantustans) and time frames and
implementation of CODESA’s decisions.
A

major shortcoming in CODESA’s

composition was the parties it included and
those excluded. It included

little

or

some

dubious clout, and excluded others

Congress (PAC) on
the ‘left’ and the Conservative Party on the
right. Both parties represented more membcrship than certain minor participants inside CODESA. Another key actor,
Buthelezi’s Inkatha Freedom Party,
boycotted the first and second CODESA.
ground for this position was the

failure of CODESA to include the Zulu

monarch. King Zwelithini. Ironically, it
was Buthelezi himself who passed the law
forbidding the Zulu King from involvement

in

largely on two leaders: F. W. de Klerk and Nelson Mandela

parties of

like the Pan Africanist

The alleged

Codesa's fate depends

politics.

Buthelezi played two rather incongruous

political cards interchangeably. In one vein
he presented himself to the West as a national non-racial democrat. On the other

mingling with international statespersons

basic procedures. CODESA has gone

and

beyond addressing procedural questions.
Some agreements already reached are quite
substantive and anticipate much of what
would normally be discussed at a constitu-

diplomats at CODESA.

CODESA I raised hopes that South
Africa was on an irreversible path towards

majority rule. A second plenary session was
planned for May 1992 during which a
major agreement was expected. The talks
collapsed, ostensibly following a major disagreement about percentages required for
the adoption of the constitution.
The Failure of CODESA II
The deadlock of CODESA II

thing of

was some-

anti-climax. The process had
hitherto increasingly resembled television
a

predictably cheerful finale.

Since 1990, remarkable consensus on im-

portant issues has been reached by
erstwhile political

hand, he pursues the path of ethnic

foes and rivals. Now disagreements seemed to be largely over

mobilisation by

details rather than substantive issues. There

insisting on the presence of
King Zwelithini. This could become an
issue because in a straight national adult
franchise election, Inkatha is likely to perform dismally. He is likely then to fight for
the retention of what is

proposed Kwa-Natal

as

now

KwaZulu

or

second option.

Furthermore, at the inception of
CODESA, Inkatha was occupying a moral
low ground following disclosures of secret
service funding and collaboration with the
police in political assassinations. It would
not

have been comfortable for him to be

Sapem October, 1992

are

those who still insist that

CODESA II

even

the latest

impasse is nothing but a minor

hiccup.
It is true that, all

things considered, the
negotiation process has produced prom ising results in some areas. For one thing,
consensus

CODESA. This is exceptional
with an established culture of
intolerance

and

for a society
inflexibility,

authoritarianism.

CODESA has also

an

series with

tional conference proper.
The culture of compromise and pragmatism has also developed within

has been reached in other woik-

ing groups. Furthermore, there seems to be
a measure of understanding between the
ANC and the National Party despite occasional differences. In contrast, the Middie East peace talks remain stalled over

displayed a remarkable
spirit of forgiveness.
These positive features should, nevertheless, be understood against certain structural limitations within which actors have
to manoeuvre.

CODESA II

What underlies the failure of

on

constitutional

proposals?

Superficially, this seems a matter of adjust■ing percentages required for the adoption
of

a

constitution. The government
a 75 percent majority against the

demanded

ANC’s original two-thirds stake. SubsequenUy the ANC accepted a compromise of
70 percent. Even this did not resolve the impasse.

The collapse of CODES A needs to be explained both in terms of the attitude of key
actors, and certain structural limitations

built in CODESA. Towards the end of

CODESA II there

major shift in
perception. At the

was a

government scenario

15
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or

the

outset,

regional leaders.

operated

The latter, in turn,

on a

best and worst

search for safety

case

scenarios. The

nets

nationalists

evolved

a

down

majority rule. Some
demand a sig-

majority

ANC government
and a coalition of a
‘moderate’

designed to

water

scenario

worst

nificant role for

themselves, regard-

or

‘rightwing’ multira-

less of how minus-

cial coalition. The

cule their support is.
Such demands

Nationalist solution
was

transition with

an

are

accompanied by explicit and veiled

extended

an

in-

threats

capacitated government designed to

of

des-

tabilisation.

White

To the Natio-

privilege. The best

nalists and their al-

entrench

case

was

lies an

a

incapacitated
majority

Nationalist-

future

dominated, multira-

government, or a

cial alliance with the

constitutionally

ANC

as

the main op-

position.
Both assumptions
had an impact on

entrenched coaliClarence Makwetu (PAC) and Nelson Mandela

government strategy. Under the worst case
scenario, the government liberalised

strongly. The campaign of strong inand a weak state were the

dividual rights

targets. Originally, De Klerk operated
under the worst case scenario. However, he

overconfident after his resounding
and the red carpet
receptions he enjoyed abroad.
grew

referendum victory,
There

were

structural limitations as well.

CODES A is mainly about survival, accom-

manipulation
of power. Although Justice and democracy
may ensue from the process, neither is
necessarily the primary focus of all participants. This is because the CODESA
process lacks what Rawls refers to as the
‘veil of ignorance’. The concept was
employed to portray the dynamics underpinning negotiations under conditions of
uncertainty. Negotiations, bargaining over
future principles of Justice, are presumed to
be entirely ignorant of anyone’s position,
including their own, at the conclusion of
that process. The veil seems to eliminate
modation, appeasement and

16

(ANC): Considering Unity in Action?

possible bias amongst negotiators since
they could easily become victims of their
own prejudice eventually. It enables
negotiators to adopt provisions fair to all or
most people.
In contrast,

CODESA actors presume

knowledge of the outcome of the first
non-racial election. Such assumptions im-

some

heavily on their current negotiation
strategies. They assume, for example, that

pact

the ANC will win that election due to

majority African support. The National
Party, in turn, believes it will capture the
majority of White, Coloured and Indian
support and some Africans. Buthelezi’s
hopes are confined tenuously to rural parts
of Natal. The remaining parties are
believed to be either insignificant or
moribund.
As

a

result, most parties view CODESA

mechanism by means of which they
could shape the powers and parameters of a
as a

parliamentary democracy, so as to best
entrench their interests. Whereas a

favours
popular parties, it threatens marginal tribal

democratic outcome invariably

tion government, is
attractive. It would

allay White fears of

possible racially-motivated reprisals. It
also serves to assure potential foreign investors that attempts by the ANC to
nationalise will be blocked constitutional-

ly. It is, however, a short-sighted approach.

thing an extended transition will
merely prolong uncertainty and anxiety
about the ultimate long-term economic and
political policies. Foreign capital injection
is unlikely in conditions of indefinite un-

For

one

certainty.
What South Africa needs is not a power-

less government with a powerful opposition. Rather, an effective, democratic

government with policies

capable of ad-

dressing the pressing national needs is a
sine qua non. A new constitution should
delineate the scope of human rights and the
limits of state power. It should not,
however, handicap the new government in
its normal task of defining and implementing public policy.
CODESA’s other vulnerability is rooted
in its heavy reliance on ‘trust’. Hobbes
warned that ‘covenants without the sword

Sapem October. 1992
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are

but words, and of no

man at

strength to secure
all’. Worse still, CODESA’s fate

depends largely on two leaders — De Klerk
and Mandela. However, important the role
of trust in negotiations is, on its own, it can
never

guarantee a successful outcome. If

anything, in this process trust can be a destabilising factor. An absolutely trustworthy
party is likely to be defrauded by rivals.
What is essential for a successful process
is a firm belief that decisions are enforce-

able, and that deviators

can

be called to

siders itself strong,

has no motivation to
negotiate or to enter into alliances.
In South

result in

no

In contrast,

direct interest in the

outcome.

CODESA relies upon itself. Its
stability are rooted in the

survival and

participanLs’ shared perception of an existing stalemate in the balance of power.
Should the process fail or stumble, the parties are likely to remobilise their constituencies, away from the negotiation
table, either to restore the balance of power

bludgeon one another into submission.
The process will last for as long as the sense
of mutual dependence persists.
or to

Options for the Liberation Movement
A recurrent feature of the

struggle in

South Africa is the refusal of the liberation
movements to

unite in purpose.

Attempts at
Patriotic Front, involving the ANC, RAC

and AZAPO, failed to take off in 1991. This

is

following scenarios.

Firstly, if the government continues to
frastrate the ANC’s hopes of succession to
power. Secondly, if the PAC and/or
AZAPO display an ability to derail the
negotiation process. Thirdly, though not
crucially at the moment, if the OAU or
Frontline states withdraw their support
from both organisations unless they join

South West Africa and Rhodesia made

provision for intervention by mediators

a

of the

forces.

book.

who had

Africa, unity of action will

one

surprising given that, for the

moment at

least, a unified mass action is one of the few
remaining options for the oppressed.
The failure of

unity in action

be explained in terms of balance of power obtaining between the ANC and PAC. Like
negotiations, unity comes as a result of
pressure. This is not an option that organisations take willingly. Secondly, like in
negotiations, unity is possible only where
potential parties to an alliance display relatively equal strength. A party which con¬
may

Option for the de Klerk Regime
Two

important possible responses by the
worth mentioning. Firstly, De
Klerk’s could speed up the process towards
an interim government
Any mass action
against an interim government could not be
ANC-sponsored. It is unlikely that the ANC
could call for an international boycott,
sanctions and mass action against a governstate are

ment

of which it is part.

Secondly, the government might pursue
cost-effective

measures

of undermining the

ANC. The state-sponsored violence has

proved increasingly costly for the
ment.

govern-

Traditional allies like Buthelezi of

KwaZulu and

Gqozo of Ciskei

are

becom-

ing liabilities. In fact, the government is
likely to abandon them as the recent summit has indicated.

The government
the

might choose to raise
profile of the PAC. It was significant

that the state-controlled South African

Broadcasting Corporation is beginning to
portray the PAC in favourable light
generally. Previously, interviews with PAC
representatives never went beyond nailing
the organisation on the slogan ‘One settlerone bullet’. Recently, when the PAC
donated money to the Boipatong victims,
the television coverage was usually broad
and favourable.

By raising the PAC profile, the governhopes to divide the urban Black vote

♦

particularly between the ANC and the PAC.
It is now generally accepted if Inkatha has
any support left at all, this is likely to be
confined to rural KwaZulu. Adivided urban
Black vote could

strengthen the National
Party which continues to count on the
majority of White, Coloured and Indian
support.
Conclusion
There

are at

least two

options

open to

South Africa. Either the talks will

collapse
or they will succeed. If
they succeed, there
are various possibilities. The most likely is
a coalition government Negotiations seldom result in the ’seizure of power’ by the
oppressed. Rather, power is shared in the
beginning, at least.
To the Nationalists and their allies, an in-

capacitated future majority government, or
a constitutionally entrenched coalition
government is attractive. It would allay
White fears of possible racially-motivated
reprisals. It also serves to assure potential
foreign investors that attempts by the ANC
to

nationalise will be blocked constitution-

ally.
The idea of a coalition government does

altogether objectionable to the
ANC. What may still be debatable is
whether such a coalition should be connot seem

stitutionally entrenched. The
that such

is

concern

would make

mockery
of elections, if parties are guaranteed a
place in government regardless of the size
a measure

of their support.
It is

possible that such

coalition

a

government could stabilise the country, by

assuring each side that there is

a

place for

them. Nevertheless, a coalition government
could also be unstable. For one thing an extended transition may merely prolong uncertainty and anxiety about the ultimate
long-term economic and political policies.
Foreign capital injection is unlikely in conditions of indefinite uncertainty. ♦
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fects

REFLECTIONS ON POST-APARTHEID
ECONOMIC PLANNING AND POLICY

on

the GDP. Between 1962-72, GDP

by 5.5% annually, dropped to 3% annually between 1972-81 and fell to negative growth after 1982 and continues to
grew

decline.
A closer look at the behaviour of the

OPTIONS

GDP will reveal that economic

discquipolitical instability
in 1961, 1976 and 1984, though of course
it may not be possible to establish cause-effeet relationship in this regard.
librium coincided with

Patrick Ncube

categorises South
Africa as belonging to the “higher middleincome” countries. This category includes

THE WORLD BANK

such countries

as

South Korea, Brazil, Ar-

gentina and Algeria. The dominant sector
of the South African economy is manufacturing which accounted for 23% of the GDP
in 1980 compared to 14% in 1945. In contrast, agriculture accounted for 13% in
1946, but fell to only 5% in 1983. The
whole primary sector (agriculture, forestry,
fisheries and mining) accounted for 31.7%
in 1950, but fell to only 18.4% by 1984 (see

the export sector, the primary
mining sector
was only 11% of the GDP in 1985, it accounted for 70% of the foreign exchange
earnings in the same year. On the import
side, the manufacturing sector has the lion’s
As regards

sector

Economic Recession

dominates. While the

share and 80% of it is concentrated in the

four main centres (Johannesburg,

Durban,

Cape Town and Bloemfontein).
The changes in the composition of
manufacturing output, its unbalanced
growth and expansion, was inhibited by the
political events of 1960, 1961, 1976 and

The present economic recession
threatens to be serious and persistent. It
started in 1981 with

framework

Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing (85
Mining and Quarrying (Cur)
Manufacturing (85PR)

Change

Ave%

3885.6

0.29

1965-69

4378

6.32

16980.6

1.98

8421.2

10.33

13179.2

7.59

1975-79

Change

Ave %

Ave %

Change

4981.8

8.96

5659.4

2.79

16847.6

-4.34

15647.2

3.19

18409.4

6.48

22694

3.67

1980-84

Ave%

1985-89

Ave %

Change

Change

5994.2

-3.49

7252.8

6.34

16100.4

0.93

15844.6

-1.82

27749.4

0.27

26939.6

2.22

1990

1991

7698

7601

Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing (85
Mining and Quarrying (Cur)
Manufacturing (85PR)
Source: Economic

15049
27249

Policy Research Project. Taken From the Economic Analysis Systems,

African Reserve Bank Data Bank.
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in 1982 there

negative growth of

was a

in 1984 the economy improved to a
positive growth rate of 4.7% but fell
permanently to -1.1% and has con-

the decline of the economy
tinned to date.

has con-

growth implied a
falling per capita
incomes. Unemployment rates have increased considerably, reaching the level of
51.3% in 1990 (see overleaf).
The decline in the economy during the
1980s can be explained by examining 5
major policy objectives of the government:
The fall in economic

slowdown in demand and

—

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fishing (85
Mining and Quarrying (Cur)
Manufacturing (85PR)

by 7.8% falling to

tinned to decline to date.

6.42
—

1970-74

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fishing (85
Mining and Quarrying (Cur)
Meinufacturing (85PR)

Change

13998.2

in 1980 GDP grew
5.1% in 1981

-0.9% and further fall to-3.3% in 1983.
—

1960-64

blame.

follows:

as
—

Composition and Growth of GDP by Kind of Economic Activity (R - Millions)
Change

are to

The indices of the crisis are characterised

—

Ave%

unprecedented

foreign debt and worsening balance of payments. Clearly, both the policies followed
by the government and its political

1984 onwards. These events also had ef-

table below).

high inflation, fall in

output and investments,

the increase in interest rates in the
1980s to counter inflation created a
situation where capital

became expenfor invest-

sive and was in short supply

ing companies using domestic resourEconomic planning in South
Africa had expected that liberalisation

ces.

of domestic financial markets, accom-

South

panied by gradual opening of the extemal sector, would lead to increase in
savings and investments. This did not
take place.
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South Africa: de facto Labour Force and Formal

tion at 86%

Employment Opportunities:

De Facto

Formal

Labour'

explains the lower growth of

output. The changes in the cost of capital in

1960-1990
Year

♦

People Without Formal
Employment

Employment
Opportunities

the early

most

Opportunities

1980’s resulted in the slow growth

of the sector. The fall in real investment was

pronounced between 1980 and 1984.

The total fixed investments fell from R2

Number

%

Number

%

1950

6 901 000

4 652 000

67.4

2 249 000

32.6

346 million in 1980 to R 408 million in

1965

7 875 000

5 440 000

69.1

2 435 000

30.9

1984.

1970

8 985 000

6 164 000

68.8

2 821 000

31.4

1973

9 908 000

6 597 000

66.6

3311 000

33.4

1976

10 926 000

7 078 000

64.8

3 848 000

35.2

1979

12 049 000

7 298 000

60.6

4 751 000

39.4

1983

13 582 000

7 757 000

57.1

5 825 000

42.9

1987

15 140 000

7 858 000

51.9

7 282 000

48.1

1990

16 340 000

7 953 000

48.7

8 387 000

51.3

1) The de facto labour force is taken as 95% of all the males in the 15-64-year age group and 55%
of the females in the same age group. This definition differs from the President's Council definition
of 100% of the males in the 19-64 year age group and 50% of the females in the same age group.
Source: LK

van Neikerk: "Public Works Programmes in South Africa", Centre for
Policy Analysis,
Development Bank of Southern Africa, August 1991.

—

the increase in interest rates

was

aimed

defeating inflation as a primary goal
with bank rates moving from 9.5% to
17% in 1981 and subsequently to 25%
by 1985. This policy had a crippling ef-

The Industrial Sector

at

feet

on

industrial and commercial

companies as it increased the cost of
borrowing. Inventory demand in the
company sector fell from R 1.562 million in 1981 to R836 million in 1982;
most

of this fall

was

in the industrial

and commercial sectors. The

policy
particularly disastrous for the
companies which run large overdrafts
as these companies faced increased
wages and salary costs.
with increased wages and salary costs,
company profits fell with a number of
them making losses. Between 1980-85
bankruptcies increased by 500%.
some companies reduced output and
was

—

—

stocks in order to remain in business.
This

—

policy resulted in negative
growth and increased unemployment.
the policy of high interest rate did not
produce the desired goal of capital inflow because the fall in company

profits and lack of liquidity shook inconfidence. The political
climate was not suitable to foreign
capital inflows.
vestor
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The

growth in the industrial sector had
by the expansion in the
durable goods sector although the capital
goods sector is almost non-existent The
major push was during the 1960s and 1970s
when considerable efforts were made by
the government to support import substitubeen characterised

tion industrialisation. The domestic
demand

mostly generated by a narrow
racially segregated country.
Thus, though the sector is the largest in the
economy, it remained concentrated spatially, providing sophisticated goods to a
minority of the population and is not integrated in the rest of the economy. The sector relies heavily on imported inputs
without generating foreign exchange itself.
was

market in

a

Between 1919 and 1976, the industrial
sector

grew at an average

The record levels

per

were

reached be-

1960 and 1968 when the

growth rale

annum.

tween

of 5.9%

reached 8% per annum.
This boom transformed

manufacturing
leading sector of the economy, accounting for 24% of GDP in 1984.
into the

However, from 1973-1983, ouqiut grew

only by 3.2%
tion

was

a rate

per annum, capacity utilisa86% and capital stock expanded at

of 5.6%. The level of capacity

utilisa-

The poor performance was accompanied
by a fall in employment Between 1981 and
1985,20 000 workers lost their jobs in the
manufacturing sector.
The External Sector
The South African

manufacturing sector
by import dependence,
while it exports very little. Its expansion
during the post-war period can be explained by the import controls and tariff
barriers imposed on competing foreign
goods. A report published in 1972 complained that the goods produced by this sector could not compete on the international
is characterised

markets. For these reasons, minerals and

agricultural products remained the main
earner of foreign exchange. In 1970, forexample, manufacturing accounted for only
10% of total export earnings and continues
to contribute little to the foreign exchange
pool.
During periods of low mineral prices.
of current account balance of payments disequilibrium. During the period 1946-71, this
disequilibrium was counter-balanced by
large capital inflows from direct foreign inSouth Africa experienced problems

vestments to

the tune of R3 632 million.

The

spectacular rise of gold prices in
1978/79 resulted in huge surpluses in the
balance of payments,

which fell as soon as
gold prices fell. It is observed (Table
Below) that the positive current account
balance, 1978-79, is turned into a huge
negative balance in 1981, to the tune of R3
947 million. Presently, it seems the current
account balance has improved. This shows
the dependence of the external sector on the
performance of gold prices and the primary
goods sector of the economy.
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Balance of

Net Gold

1990

1991

19572

41050

11222

42385

45917

based

137542

18070

19649

3548

13616

53997

10840

11578

and stable labour force. It is this contradic-

15737

57025

248748

44100

48176

of the

(Net) 6862

26142

121971

21712

21741

-732

-3699

13332

5483

7227

230

670

1316

304

195

-502

-3029

14648

5787

7422

tion which has created the economic crisis

Total Goods and

(Rand)

(Rand)

Balance

on

(Rand)

post-1970’s. The system of racially
segregated labour is no longer possible and
it is from this perspective that the need to
reform apartheid arises.
Investments, Savings and Capital
Markets
There is

Current

Source: Economic

migrant labour system has been

24803

Imports, FOB (R)
Less: Payments for

Account

increasing dominance of the in-

7097

Less; Merchandise

NET Transfers

With the

reduced. The present mode of accumulation requires an urban, educated, trained

(Rand)

Services

stable,

dustrial sector, the demand for a rural-

Receipts

Goods & Services

a

trained and skilled labour force.

Exports

(Rand)
Service

1980-89

1970-79

1960-69

Merchandise Exports,
FOB (Rand)

the industrial sector’s need for

Payments — Current Account Summary (R - Millions)

Policy Research Project Taken From Economic Analysis Systems, South African

Reserve Bank Data Bank.

growing opinion in South
improve the social
overhead capital for Blacks. This social
overhead capital refers to housing, education and training, health care, public
a

Africa of the need to

utilities and other economic infrastructure.
To offset

a

balance of payment,

traditional IMF packages were introduced. These are trade
liberalisation, deregulation of foreign exchange, devaluation of the Rand, increase
in interest rates and cutting the budget
deficit.

Foreign Capital
Up until 1970, capital flows to South
Africa were mainly direct investments by
foreign companies. However, after 1970,
most capital inflows are accounted for by
loans from international banks. The

policies followed by South Africa during
the 1970’s made it eligible for IMF loans.
A Fund Staff Report of 1978 on South
Africa specifically approved the measures
including the recommendation that South
Africa should float the Rand.

creased. It has been stated that the South

manufacturing sector is import dependent, specifically with regard to raw
material inputs, capital goods and other services. The Rand value of foreign loans,
African

credits and interest payments

increased

considerably. This resulted in a large
foreign debt increase from US$ 18 billion
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to

a

expensive foreign inputs resulted in

fall in real GDP of about 30% between

USS 23.7 billion in 1985.

It is clear that in

post-apartheid South

Africa, these issues will need to be im-

1981 to 1985 and considerable inflation

mediately addressed by a popularly elected

pressures. The ratio of foreign
stood at 45% in 1980. The

debt to GDP
deflationary
measures resulting in unemployment and
slow growth brought about political discontent such that by 1984, the country became ungovernable. In 1985 a State of
Emergency was declared. Investors
developed cold feet and started to pull out
of South Africa, deepening the economic

government. The

crisis.

also

no longer able to sustain
pre-1970 pattern of production,
employment and trade. Emphasis here is on
the idea that economic growth is now
limited by social and political relationships
which are in conflict with a given mode of

South Africa is

the

accumulation. It is the interconnectedness

falling price of the Rand increased
exports but the prices of imports also inThe

in 1981

The

negative current account

of these forces, which limit the pattern

the Blacks, but not sufficient.

Social overhead capital can

be improved

if, in addition to the removal of apartheid,

large amounts of investible resources are

generated. Enough investment goods
be produced to increase the stock of
capital necessary for the improvement of
must

social overheads. This means that

savings

will have to be mobilised to achieve real investment

levels in the economy as a whole.

This will also

depend on the efficiency and
capacity of the national capital markets.
Economic Growth

of

growth of the economic structure.
A major point to be considered is that
while the pre-1970’s economy of South
Africa heavily depended on mining and
agriculture, the post-1970 economy
depends on industrial production which
needs foreign inputs including capital
goods and technology. The demand for
large-scale migrant labour associated with
mining and agriculture is not suitable for

removal of apartheid

automatically result in the
improvement of the standard of living for
the Black majority. It is a necessary condition for improving the standard of living for

alone does not

growth of output in the economy is
only source of increased investible
surpluses. Though the recent performance
of the South African economy has been
poor, the post-apartheid performance is
likely to be good. This statement is based
on the fact that the historical performance
of the South African economy has been impressive. Since 1911, the economy has
grown at the rate of 3.8% per annum, 4.6%
The

the
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per annum if one takes the time series from
1920 and 4.1% per annum if time series are

this

taken from the 1950’s. The

the

the 1960’s

mance

performance in
spectacular, at 6% per
annum. It is only the period of the late
1970’s and 1980’s when the economy has
experienced negative growth rales.
To address and redress problems of imbalances introduced by aptartheid, the rate
of growth has to be about 5-6%. This figure
is based

on

were

the fact that substantial

un-

employment has resulted from the negative
growth of the 1970’s and 1980’s. To make
inroads into these levels of unemployment
and absorb the growing numbers of new
job-seekers, especially among the Blacks,
the figure of 6% growth is necessary in the
long run.
The figure of 6% growth is itself conservative and in reality may be difficult to
achieve. In an article in the South African
Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin (1984),
B.L. de Jager and M.M. Smal, consider that
the highest possible rate of growth would
not exceed 3.6%. Only if one stipulates a
favourable world economic climate

can

higher rates be envisaged.

from domestic

—

is financed

savings; and

savings come from this sector. In
regard, the mining sector contributes
largest share. It is clear that the perfornet

of this

sector

will determine

to a

large extent, on the availability of net
savings even in future. It is also a key sector which determines the availability of
foreign exchange.
Government savings have not been substantial due to excessive military expenditures. This is the case recently with large
amounts spent on the war in Angola,
Namibia and Mozambique. From 1983 to
date government has had negative savings.
This has been financed by borrowing on the
money markets, hence offsetting the positive contribution of personal savings to investments.

Some Policy

policies developed in post-apartheid
Southern Africa must aim at maximising
aggregate output and redistribute towards
lower income categories. Continuous
redistribution would require continued
economic growth. Policy directions to
stimulate more growth would focus on:
Establishment of

a

fiscal commission

examine the way the state budget
has been used in the past and restructure it towards promoting economic
to

growth. Savings which

may

from

restructuring the defence budget
promoting public works,
given considerable unemployment in
South Africa, public works programmes which aim at providing
employment and income to those trapped in
the vicious cycle of poverty. The
programme can be designed to provide
productive infrastructure for the
economy eg. centres and markets, into be used in

dustrial estates

as

well

as

traditional

public works programmes such as road
maintenance, etc.
Measures necessary to encourage

foreign direct investments,
geographical income redistribution so
that other parts of the country are
developed as well. Given the apartheid
policies with regard to bantustans, land

Options

The

—

Investible Resources

Investment in any economy
from two sources:

the

♦

result

allocation etc, reform

aimed

at

im-

proving geographical income distribution is necessary.
Price

stability, particularly where
restructuring is concerned. Monetary
and fiscal policies must focus on price
stability to ensure increased investments.

Efficient ways of providing
basic needs of the population

for the
through
better programmes in education, training, health, social welfare etc.

from

foreign resource inflows either
borrowing from abroad, getting grants,
foreign direct investment and other

—

forms of aid.
The

major sources of domestic savings
personal savings, corporate
savings and government saving. Recent
figures indicate a decline in the contribution of personal savings from 42% between
1955-72 to 36% for the subsequent years.
Recent figures show that this rate is at about
have been

22.7%. A better indicator is the ratio of personal

savings to personal disposable in-

come

which has declined from 11.3%

during the 1960’s to 10.6% in the 1970’s
and

as

low

as

4% in the 1980’s. This decline

rise again, but not significantly until
rates of overall economic growth increase
may

considerably.
Corporate savings are by far the largest
component of net savings. Almost 50% of
Sapem October. 1992
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Solving unemployment through the formal structures is a difficult task
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♦

Maitaining balance of payment equilibrium to avoid restrictions put on the

—

economy

—

through deficits on these acfor export promotions

counts. A policy

and incentives will be vital to encourage domestic production

in the ex-

porting sectors.
Employment Generation
It has been indicated that the level of un-

employment in South Africa today is about
5-6 million people. In addition to this, some
3(X),(XX) people enter the labour market
every year. It is therefore clear that policy
directed at redistribution must put employ-

generation at the forefront.
unemployed form the poorest segment of the South Afirican society, such that
policies directed at the removal of poverty
are, and should be, policies directed at
employment generation. It is in this sense
that promoting small-scale industries and
The

—

on

growth of the South Africa economy,
solving unemployment and hence poverty,
through the formal structures of the
economy is a difficult task. It is in this sense
that the maximum possibilities should be
created for the unemployed to solve their
problems without reverting to crime.
In this respect, labour market oriented
training is central. More resources must be
devoted to training of technicians such as
plumbers, carpenters, builders, bookkeepers, etc. This will assist the developof the small business sector. Further

supportive services of the extension type
should be developed in areas where people
live. Business clinics and advisory services
must be developed in high density residential

areas

for the purpose

of educating

people about existing opportunities in the
small business and informal sector.

Policy Prescriptions:
—

Through the state budget, considerable
resources are

22
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should obtain tax benefits.

markets. There is need to review

The

development of an extension sys-

tern

within the informal and small

agriculture should be established
through the Small Business Development Corporation and the Develop-

optimistic scenario for

the

ment

legislation and
applicable to modem sectors of
economic activities is important in order to
promote small business and the informal
sector. Legal barriers have sometimes been

in

poverty.

Given the most

of productive investments.
Retraining schemes for redundant
workers should be carried through
labour oriented courses organised by
the Manpower Department of government. Private companies who assist

devoted to labour market

the obstacle of lack of credit to the small

entrepreneur. Policy should consider
various aspects such as credit guarantee

schemes, group loans and establishments of
financial institutions focusing on lending to
small-scale and informal business sectors.

Legal and Regulatory Review
The need to scale down

standards

erected in order to create barriers to
tions and laws
fair

ment

—

Support

—

—

Financial constraints constitute one of
the

major obstacles for the development of

development of informal financial markets
—

some

the lack of linkages between

these informal

financial structures and the formal financial
institutions has implied that the vast resources

and

have

not

experiences of the formal sector
been made available to the poor.

The lack of collateral is the
obstacle for

major

extending credit to the small

oriented training. A rigorous review of
the educational system with a view to

man/woman. Systems like credit guarantee
schemes have been tried elsewhere with

rationalising it, so that greater emphasis is placed on labour market train¬
ing.

varying degrees of success. Recently, innovative banking and group loans have
been attempted in many countries.

are:

dispensation that facilitates easier
ownership of land;
A system of land use and zoning that
provides for flexible utilisation of land
for business purposes;
An overhaul of the statutory

requireproduction and sale of
agriculture products, as well as the
marketing boards that control small
producer and trader involvement.
for the

The enactment of set of standardised

regulations for the manufacturing, distribution and selling of
foodstuffs that would replace local
health by-laws that require compliance
with costly standards in terms of
equipment and premises.

small businesses and the informal sector.

Rotating credit institutions have made
positive contributions to the lack of
credit facilities among the poor. However,

review

health

closed

shop for the poor. Interest rates
charged by the loan sharks are exploitative
and not conducive for the development of
are a

a

A

ments

small-scale and informal activities. The
has arisen because the formal institutions

play.

access to

Bank of Southern Africa.
Financial

regularelating to markets to ensure

Areas of such

business sector, similar to that existing

the informal sector, must be seen as a

direct attack

Attempts should be made to create
linkages between the formal financial systern and the informal ones, such as the
Rotating Credit Clubs. Innovative banking
should be encouraged in order to remove

ture
—

ment

even

Through various tax concessions, the
private sector is to be encouraged to
sponsor and conduct labour market
oriented training. Training packages,
which include sub-contracting,
employee ownership of companies
and shares in companies, technical
training (transfer of technology)
should all qualify for direct state subsidies. The purpose of training in this
regard should be to speed up the
redistribution of the ownership struc-

—

commitment towards the inlegislative fostering of
competition is required. More powers
for the prevention of artificial barriers
to entry into markets, as well as vertiA greater

stitutional and

cal and horizontal restraints that limit

competition and encourage monopolies, must be given. A stronger role for
administrative investigation by the
Competition Board is required. Parties
that suffer as a result of uncompetitive
practices should be able to seek
remedies in a specially constituted
Competition Court.
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The process

of creating access to opportunities for small businesses, as

—

well as the co-ordination of the various

forms of initiatives, will benefit

through the appointment of a small
business ombudsman. This function
would include the evaluation of

new

and

existing legislation and measure
the effect thereof on the small business
sector,

costs
tor

employment

population.
Apolicy of redistribution must give them
priority. It is argued here that greater

contracting. To facilitate training support for such activities, there is necessity to establish a training fund through
the State Budget.

devoted to the informal sector

There is need for the formal financial

are

share of the

resources

would benefit

Special attention
must be paid to their business needs.
women.

Links Between Formal and Informal
Sectors

in terms of direct and indirect

and the

development of the

The

sec-

Status of Women

—

indicates

that

women

dominate informal sector activities. This is
because their

dichotomy between the formal and
through

the informal, needs to be removed
a series of activities;

in general.

Research

much smaller than their

♦

The formal sector must transfer its
technical know-how to the informal
sector

system to open its vast resources and
experience to the informal sector. Innovative thinking is necessary to
bridge funds in stockfalls and those in
the formal banking system. A credit
guarantee system should be developed
to make such bridging possible.
Training and knowledge transfer systerns must be established through such
concepts as business clinics, etc. ♦

through non-exploitative sub¬

opportunities in formal
Patrick Ncube is

a

Lecturer in the

Department ofEconomics at the University of Cape Town.

VIOLENCE AND NEGOTIATIONS
aft

vwäon af tbs speech

by the PresiOeftt ot South Africa. PW tie Kterk. at rf»e re&utnpåon of the parimmentary sasskm., OctohertZ,

SouHi
of evoiy political porsuaeion are dtskirbad at
present Ute past kHir tnonths have b^tt d^arac^riaecl by e lack ot
protjreas. The daetSoek et CODBSA wea a aetback. A di^refieir)$ datjrea of vlotanco la CQotinuli^ In p»iale areaa. tytausa ac^ona ara
Ih0
and a
ot leatah)% Wlwevar )h^ 9^ cut td heed
a» In
—th^ do
to oaroocnomy and, diorat»a, to pur coontiy må all Ite pao^a.

able M of Fimdamentd BightSv
Ihwlslon ter regional and leed?

''

—

gavemmetd atili berrtadetefrjpl
transltionsti {!tenstitution,
''

^etdai^a

\

^

''

,

NEGOTIATION

'

A$ tar a$ oagotiaiiap la oonoaread, a aeries of importafk t^iaiwai
diktusalons will be taWr^ pieoa wlihlo the next two woeko between
QpvenMttent Spokeerp^ and a vanety<^ pasties. They indude the IFP,
^
the ANC and fte Wtikaner vokeiinie Negotiations, tiiara«

toto, areeontindog.
Our goal remalaa to ^t ntutii-pany oagotiatione back on track as
aeon as posside, Noiwlthelandins aSegattons to the oontn»v> lha
t^ewerrenent does net bdleve if dasirdsle to negottsae a ceoditetienal aetttement titaf vwil IneMa only a tew lir^rtesit parties. We are dimk|ng mdusKiely in reflect ol di parties titaf are prepared te take place.
Out of tite negotiably proeese of tite past j^rs, a generd censensup has crystaised skeady *n tespeot of several itnpetlant laments
ofatransitionat d^enaation. Among then ate tiiofQiiowiiy;
,
Thare should net be a constitutional hiatus af any tima. Constitu-'
tioncti eertiinui^ means iheti tite current Constkution Mil be
replaced by a comprsitenSive Tran^ticnsj Constitution to be
a^pted by titls Padiantant. That wilt haf^ only after adecjuate
consensus on Its contents has hoi^ rearhed m
negotiaticsis.
The transitional Constitution wilt provide for the Section in a ccnstftutionel and ord^ty way by all South Attioen citizens et a Parliament whiph wHI stiso hnva the ta:^ cti cka wing up the tinrti opnstiaition.
tBovarnment^ responsibify will he taken ctm from the present
Government by a multieiafty Goywnmenl ot Nationtti Urtity in
which ati slgniticant politicsti parties who so desire wi partdpale.
The Transftkmö Cwstitotion wilt contain
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a

com{tiete and justid-

stitetioe, hut spedai thajotlties
for the eo«tetewe of ootistit^
tional provisions wi be atipd*

tated by tite Trensltioeal Cote
stitetioh,
in the ootnfhg oonsfituttenal

negotiations, attention will be glvtm
as

well to the unambiguous tormut»-

pkcsu^

Sonofpnncipleswhichwillbebindlng Prasiåtnt F, W de Klerk:
on

the Tnandtionai Parliament in its

constitunon-makffig task in respeiS of
final constitution Broad consensus
also exists already on the necessibr
a

of Pailiament being so bound in an
enforceable manner and on the feet

,

***»

Parliament, naturally, vdti haste
the autisortty to amend or
replaoe the Tt^isitiend: Oote

,f 4

f

^

pionhed With fOi t^gresh
sitte mhtive hat to be
stopped,’*

that special majorities will tie reIn addition to the tact lhaldomooraiq' and Ihe most Impaitenldefree eoanomy, such as private property
have to be
Included in these previously agreed pnnaples, we dso regard otiiof
ments of a

,

praiciptes to be of cruciat impOrtanoa We say that agreornpnt has to
be reached in advance on tea following impedaftt mamre:
Sftwig and entrencftsdresf/pna/governmartf"* That Ipdudes the
ipslitution of strong regional governments with ponstilutionaay
en&encned aulhonty. coupled With adetfuate seuroes of revanua
and vested with wide and meannyful powers and lunctKjns.
A Bicameral Cemtaf Parliament “ That embodies the prmaple

—

—
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psndSture, poKde» directed at reducang aiJIatioe, oxlensivB
measures to änteiato agriculture, promatoa ot exports and oonstfuc&ve eegc^iations aimed at arr economic accord from which
everybody vwll benefit
To a greater or iosser degree, ail Soutfi Africans are finding
thirds diffio<4t at the moment. We are tadng tremendous socso-;;

of a Senate whieJt» m its eoinposiöo» and tonctions wifi be
ifeie to moat tea need lor ihe protectibn si regional intenats
and certmn speoifie tntorests at the centrat iev^ of govem-

Pmmr-sbanng at tee teraf ot the £w»cwlfve Auteonty —- lx-

—-

cassive overconcentration of power in the hands of only one

par^r or one person — as in the present dspensabon — has

economic

The Qonmaton and &» of Furtdamamt T?»fMS as «e
h^teest taw — Legfsfafioa as writ as dedsiems of the axecu*
five aolhonty. has to be made suGyect to ewnpuisory stfiwiar

—

lions

of the ConsflfufiOn and BiS

ohaHenges. And friat once agam, demands of ail poitti-

cafi loaders to rise afcove aelf-interest and cooporaie with one
another to restore investor cordidence end help to create a efimate
for the reoovery ot tea economy. Expectations have to be seated

■■■■■te'^ba'preventedi

■“■■■■■

down and economic reafism has to be brought homo to alt tfie sup-

potters of every party,

Fundamentet Ri(^s and

testing by art fridependant Consfitirtionte Court.
That IS what is meant fy a ttechtstaw**.
These and other pwidt^s a«t have to he negotiated in ad*
yance. And these pteici|^.»it}fiAeve to beindtuded inanewcon»»

■

Sis*

be subject to

11

SUMMARV

ii

Tharefote. tKhat om couafry needs at ihe immmi is for frte collerdive

in the scare-mwigteing
pri^aganda about a constitubon-mafang body or a oonslatuera as-^
sembty

pdific^ teaders^s m South Africa to worK tor a drastte fren-

sbtetloo. There is, therefore, no froth

^)OUt,

THE ECONOMY

stumbling course of negrdiaiion, wifit its deailocks and
(H-opagandistic diiimatems, has to be turned around into dynamic,
indsiva and honestbiiataraf negofiations and, as soon as pos^bie,
midtifater^ negofiatkins. The continuing ^tuation rd potitiesfi
viidence has to be turned around to peaca.and necondiiation. The
stonds^l in ocohomio grewte has to bo turned around to jrto-crea(ion and onleat^ing our coumty's^eat gfowfri potwtfref; ™

:

The Government ts giving continuous attontiot to ail

X

The

toe factors

.

vitekto are adverse aimding our aconomy. Steps to this n^rd inc^ido toe «igoing rastructerfng of toe econon^ togetoer with ap-

-'

pre^riate consifitations. meanir^tel reductions to Qovemmentex-

THE SOUTH AFRICAN COMMUNIST
PARTY’S POLICY ON NEGOTIATIONS.
Text

of recording of September 24,1992 interview with South African Communist Party

(SACP) Secretary-General, Chris Hani, by South African Broadcasting Corporation

political correspondent, Lester Venter, on the "Agenda” programme. This is an edited
version from

SWB BBC Third Series No. 1496 September 26,1992.

Q. How would that happen?
A. We want to involve our people in their
big numbers, in their millions, in the
process of negotiations, because it is our
view that negotiations basically are about
the demands and the aspirations of the oppressed people in this country. And in addition, in the process of negotiations there are
certain things that we want to be done by
the present government of Mr De Klerk,
like the creation of

HANI: Not at all. I think

South African Communist Party [SACP]
and the African National Congress mar-

impression that marches are an altemanegotiations. Negotiations are still
central and fundamental in the politics of
this country. The Communist Party is very

together have emphasised the links
organisations. But just
how similar is their thinking, and just how
strong is the alliance?
ched

between the two

Hani, with the march on
Bisho behind us, and the march on Ulundi ahead of us, I’d like to talk about the

VENTER: Mr

Communist Party’s role. Now, might one
deduce from the aftermath of the march
on

Bisho

—

on

the

one

hand, Mr

Mandela’s reaction is obvious shock, his
renewed focus on the importance of

negotiations; and the leading role that
members of your party played, as they
did, in the march on Bisho — that the
Communist Party is piaying the role of
storm troopers in the ANC alliance?
28

we want to

a

proper

climate for

dispel

THE RECENT events in Bisho where the

the

tive to

committed to

negotiations. We support
negotiations, and we have participated in
negotiations up to the time of the deadlock
at

Codesa II. We still believe that the

problems of this country can be solved in a
peaceful manner through negotiations.
Q. May I ask you then if, while the
country is on the balance between the
two options of negotiation and politics in
the street to create

a new

South Africa,

why there isn’t more focus on the option
of negotiation, and why the concentration, then,

on

the

mass

action?

A. The focus is still on

marches

are

negotiations, and
focus.

intended to sharpen that

Chris Hani, SACP

Secretary-General
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that

political activity, and certainly this climate
does not exist in many parts of this country.
Q. Why does the Communist Party
not stand

on

we shall fight that election led by the
ANC, under the umbrella of the ANC, in

which the Communist Party aiid other organisations, other patriotic organisations,
will be present. Something of course, that
has got to be finalised, to be discussed, but
I can’t see us, when we face this powerful
National Party [NP] with its allies, to split
at this stage. Our mission is to defeat,

its own?

A. We

came together, formed this alfight apartheid. Apartheid is in
place, we have not defeated apartheid. So
there is still every good reason for the main-

liance to

of the alliance.

tenance

Lester, the NP government.

Q. Can I challenge you on that point
of view. Surely if there is one thing that
ail parties in the South African political
spectrum agree on, it is that the old
South Africa and the policy of apartheid
was put in a box in the past, and that all
parties are sitting together to talk about
the modalities about creating a new
society. Surely the history is a past issue
and there is
A.

a new

Q. Might I ask you, economic policy,
policy of the ANC. Do you,
as leader of the Communist Party, support the economic policy of the ANC?
A. We support the economic policy of
the ANC because we say, from time to time,
that the present stage of our struggle is led
by the ANC, and certainly for a long time
the ANC will be on the saddle, leading this
country in the process of economic
the economic

deal.

Declarations, Lester,

are one

thing,

reconstruction. So that

very nice sweet sounding, but the reality is
that we have a White government in place,

don’t have the vote, we are not part of
any government, we are marginalised in the
we

economy

Q. But that policy is not a communist
policy. In an attempt to find a
workable policy, the ANC has come to
rest on something you might describe as
social-democratic. So how can you be a
communist and place yourself for election on a platform that does not have a

of this country. So until concrete-

economic

we realise a democratic South Africa,
this alliance must stand and remain until it

achieves its historic mission.

Q. All right. So you’re going to stay
within the alliance. When will the Comafter
A.

shall

Party stand on its own? Before or

an

was,

party.

ly

munist

policy which

know, endorsed by the ANC at the
policy conference, is supported by our
you

policy of our

♦

party, the programme of our

party, certainly endorses the stages in our

struggle. We know that we’re not going to
implement socialism after we have
defeated apartheid. We are going to have a
mixed economy in which, you know,
private enterprise will play a significant
role, and that is the reality of our situation;
and to look at it in any different manner
would actually be unrealistic and abstract.
Q. So you’re saying that your aim of
imposing, as would be, you know, the
legitimate aim, I suppose, of your party,
imposing a communist economy is in fact
a long-term aim?
A. It is a long-term objective. And I don’t
like your word, imposed. Something that
has got to be debated. We’ll come out with
our economic policy, to debate it
openly.
We shall certainly want to put it before the
electorate in this country, and if they accept
it and we become, in the distant future, let’s
say a ruling party, we shall accept the fact
that after three years we shall have to renew
our

mandate. And if

see, we

the

we are

defeated, you

shall accept the defeat and occupy

opposition seats, and try once more.
no way we shall impose ourselves,

There is
we

shall

not use

undemocratic methods, to

keep ourselves in

power. ♦

communist base to it?

election?

Well, 1 think before the elections

A. It is not

we

certainly be together. My own view is

policy,

you are

a

communist economic

right. But

you

know, the

AIRWAVES TRAVEL
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES AND ISSUES
FACING AFRICA IN THE 1990s: An Overview

Akilagpa Sawyerr
OVER THE

course

of the last 40 years, a

period beginning a decade or so before the
attainment of political independence by
most African countries, the priority items
on the African development agenda have
undergone subtle shifts. To start with, the
emphasis was on the political, encompassing such issues as;
the fight for, and attainment of, independence from colonial rule;
the formation of the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU);

—

—

the liberation of the countries of
Southern Africa; and

—

the establishment of a credible African

—

voice in the international

political

arena.

The motto was, to quote

Kwame

Nkrumah, first President of Ghana,
"Seek ye first
and all other
unto

the political kingdom
things shall be added

it”. (Nkrumah,

the task of fashioning economic policies
that would secure the survival and due

development of African countries. Internally, each country became preoccupied with
the elaboration and implementation of one
or other variety of the economic recovery
and adjustment programmes currently in
place all over the continent. At the level of
the continent, the decade saw the beginning
of a series of OAU “Economic Summits”,
at which African leaders adopted such

the Lxigos Plan of Action and
the Final Act (1980), Africa’s Priority
measures as

Programme for Economic Recovery
(1986), and the African Alternative
Framework to Structural Adjustment
Programmes (1989). The most recent of
these, held in Abuja, Nigeria, in June 1991,
ended with the announcement of

a phased
for continental economic integration by 2025 — notwithstanding the
record of failure of earlier attempts at the

programme

sub-continental level..

4)

Industrial

This is not to suggest that the crucial
issue of the economic development of the

newly-independent states was ignored. It is
to suggest that, with very few exceptions,
economic development was taken for
granted, in that it was generally seen as requiring only the devising and implementation of the correct policies, whether of the
socialist, free-market, or mixed-economy
varieties. Among the exceptions was
Kwame Nkrumah, who by the early 1960s,
had already come to the conclusion that existing political and economic arrangements
were inadequate to the task of assuring
Africa’s true development.
Economic
It

was not

1980s,

as a

To cut

time transformed to fit into the structure of
20th Century capitalism, essentially as
producers and suppliers of industrial raw
materials for European industry, and cheap
food for its labour. Among the consequences were:
—
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arbitrary delimitation of political
as former trading posts

were

consolidated into colonies,

without regard to

their social or ethnic
composition, or the economic logic of
—

the units;
the imposition

of new political forms,

by the domination of
centralised colonial authority and institufions answerable to it; and

far-reaching changes in economic
structure

—

the

now

on export

tures as a

colonial birth mark into inde-

pendence.
In the first decade or so after attaining
political independence, Africa witnessed
dramatic economic growth, extensive
development of physical infrastructure —
ports, roads, railways, power facilities,
telecommunications, water developments,
etc
and a phenomenal expansion and
deepening of educational, health and other
—

social services. In

a

word, Africa

ex-

perienced a substantial and generalised improvement in the living standards of its
people. In the economic shambles of the
1980s, it is easy to forget these spectacular
achievements of the first two decades of
African independence.
What had gone wrong? Why had the

longest-running post-War boom in the insteady decline in the economic performance of the African countries? For a long
time the analyses of this issue and prescripfions for its resolution were dominated by
conventional wisdom: that the crisis

familiar external

was

more-stubbom-than-usual form of
the old disease, needing but a heavier dose
of the old medicine, applied with greater

only

a

firmness. This

was

the basis of the various

generations of stabilisation and adjustment
programmes introduced all over Africa.
What has been the general effect of these
efforts? First, despite the application of
severe and socially unsustainable doses of
the old medicine, and in spite of signs of
slight improvements in one or two
countries, the crisis has persisted into the
1990s, with little prospect for meaningful
change.
Cocoa, Bio-technology and Economic

characterised

—

of continental concerns, therefore, shifted

the

boundaries,

Sub-Saharan African

country after the other. The principal focus

long and well-known story

capitalism, then moving from its competifive to its monopoly phase. The economies
and societies thus incorporated were in

result of the failures of the
one

Capitalism

cible incorporation of the countries of SubSaharan Africa into the world of industrial

till well into the 1970’s that the

economies of

a

dependence

production of primary commodifies.
Each African country carried these fea-

dustrialised countries coincided with the

short, the 20th century began with the for-

Development

problematique of economic development
emerged fully, and in its own right, as a
priority continent-wide issue. This assumed emergency proportions during the

orientation and

to

Reform in Ghana
Now the story,
cocoa,

and it is the story of
bio-technology and economic

reform in Ghana.
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Cocoa is the second most

(a)

tropical
agricultural product in international
trade;
50% of

is

produced in
Africa, on small holdings;
cocoa is the quintessential export
crop — little consumed locally, and
rarely processed in Africa prior to ex-

(b)

over

(c)

cocoa

What

the

implications of these
developments for a country like Ghana, for
whom cocoa is the main export crop, bringing in up to 50% of export revenues?
As a key part of its economic reform and
structural adjustment programmes, Ghana
moved decisively to restore cocoa production by:
substantially increasing producer
prices to encourage smallholder
production, and
investing amounts estimated at US$3
are

—

port.
It so happens

that, in order to reduce their
dependence on imports from independent
smallholders and thereby improve their
supply situation, the chocolate industry in
the US, Europe and Japan is funding research into the molecular biology of cocoa.
The three main lines of research
areas

are

in the

of;

(a) Tissue culture and genetic

en-

gineering — to develop high-yielding, disease-resistant, special-quality varieties of
cocoa
likely to result in:
industry control over the supply of new
planting material, which will be
produced by its corporations or under
—

—

licence

them;

to

the need for

farmers to

import
planting, thereby
increasing their input costs and import-dependence;

—

the

—

new

cocoa

varieties for

increased reliance

technical

on

chemical and

inputs, and on infrastructure,
smallholder production

which will put
at
—

risk; and

the

predominance of plantation-style
production with new seed varieties,
thereby jeopardising genetic diversity,
which

seems

billion in the rehabilitation of the
cocoa

cocoa

butter.

(c) Bio-synthesis of cocoa butter in the
laboratory by means of cell-culture.
Any success in these last two approaches
would tend to the ultimate displacement of
farm-produced cocoa from international
trade.
To be sure, these lines of research are still

industry.

The result
volume of

was a

It is well-known that

bio-technology, and materials science, and
their applicadon to production, management and markedng, have worked a virtual
revoludon in the leading industries of the
world:
—

produced between 1983
Unfortunately, for most of the
period since then, the price of cocoa on the
world market has remained poor, irrespective of

movements

in consumption in the

industrialised countries. Ghana, which

reported “a 19% decline in the average export price (of cocoa) in 1990 relative to
1989” (Gov’t of Ghana, 7) has therefore
realised little gain from its efforts, while the
prospects for significant improvement in
the world

cocoa

—

—

cocoa

market remain rather dim.

While

recognising the cruel dilemma
pushed Ghana, cash-strapped in
1983/84 to attempt to rehabilitate its chief
export earner, who can doubt the even more
cruel logic of impending structural changes
in the world market situation, changes liable to push demand for Ghana’s cocoa
steadily lower? To what extent do national
policy-makers anticipate such matters as
they fashion economic policy?
which

Marginalisation of Raw
Material-Producing Economies
Turning back to the general discussion of
the crisis, it is difficult to avoid the conelusion that conventional explanations,

focusing on recession in the North and
policy error in the South, have failed to
provide an adequate basis for long-term
solutions. More fundamental
to

be identified. It is in this

to

draw attendon to the

causes

need

spirit that I wish
tendency towards

the

would

noted in the literature, I do not think it is
taken adequately into account by develop-

a.

not

negligible.

ment
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seem to

be that the revival of GDP

growth in the industrialised countries no
longer translates directly into corresponding increases in the demand for raw
materials and therefore higher prices for
primary commodity exports. Thus, the tendency to the oversupply of primary
products in international trade, and the
movement in the terms of trade against raw
materials producers, have become increasingly structural, less conjunctural or cycli-

especially in the case of tisculture research, are, it would appear,

economists and African

com-

surprisingly, world trade in primary commodities grew more slowly than manufactured goods during the 1980s (World Bank,
1991, 16). Moreover, it is estimated that a
one percent a year increase in growth in the
OECD countries is likely to result in a
smaller increase in GDP growth in subSaharan Africa (0.5%) than the average for
all developing countries (0.7 %), or for East
Asia (1.0%). Significandy, Africa is joined
at the bottom of the league by Latin
America, another predominately primary
commodity-producing region.
The message of these developments

of success,

same

no

the basis of electronics and

dustrialised countries has been on the
decline (Briefing, 4,5; Fischer, 24-27). Not

sue

ces

assured. At the

is by

miniaturisation and dematerialisation

puter-aided production processes;
list only the main categorises of these
developments. The result has been a reducdon in the amount of material required to
produce a given output in the advanced sectors of industry and therefore a generally
reduced rate of consumpdon of industrial
raw materials. In consequence, the material
intensity of the growth of GDP in the in-

time, the chan-

means

success

synthedc for natural
products, and laboratory-based for
naturally-occurring processes;
recycling of waste material;

to

cal.

infancy, their

substitution of

on

technological and industrial marginalisadon of raw materials-producing
economies. Though this tendency has been

in their

developments in

micro-electronics, informadon technology,

two-fold increase in the

and 1989.

better assured under

able oils and fats into

the future.

—

smallholder

production.
(b) Enzyme technology — for the conversion of cheaper and more readily-avail-

makers, in thinking into, or planning for,

The

implications for African economies
fairly obvious:
for the national treasury, low export
revenues resulting from depressed
prices;

should be
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b.

for the investor, poor returns on inin raw materials produc-

ly in the second half of the 1980s. How else

“The Lost Decade”

vestment

tion, reduced attractiveness, especially to foreign investors, leading to

a

result of Africa’s dismal economic

performance, the 1980s have been

a

described

ments

linent.

general drying up of new investin primary production and
reduced incentives for the upkeep of
plantations, mines etc; and
for the primary production sector
generally,

(i)Are
c.

As

as

“the lost decade” for the

con-

Though there is much in this catchy
phrase, it captures only part of the story.
For, amidst the debris of the decade, the dis-

ceming

eye

will find signs of things other

reduced

foreign investleading to

ment

could people have survived the critical food

shortages, the massive labour retrenchincomes, and
the brutal erosion of social services? Many
stopped looking up to the stale, and began
adopting practical survival measures, not
always within the law! By their own means,
and in the midst of awful deprivation,
people, especially
the poor, showed a
degree of resilience
ments, the decimation of real

and inventiveness

in-

reduced

that could

fusion of ad-

been

vanced tech-

nology

therefore little

improvement
in productivity
and competi-

this

aggerate

phenomenon. What
would be wrong
would be failure to

tiveness.

A number of questions arise:

take it into

account

in any assessment
of the period and of

Could it be that
rather

Africa’s prospects
for the future. The

than “the ab-

of a
favourable in-

results of

vestment

research into these

sence

at

the

the

coping
modes
base of Queuing to vote in Zambia: New systems must deliver economically and equitably if should therefore be
of interest to all.
signal they are to survive politically

failure of most

African countries

foreign
capital during the 1980s, in spite of
their structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) and investment-attracting codes and laws?
Does this not suggest that industrialised countries’ production
systems are becoming less and less
adequate complements to the
to attract

colonial economic
current

on-going

Pic: Calvin Donöo

climate”, lies

(ii)

have

mented losses in
human welfare, it
would be wrong to
romanticise or ex-

practices, and

this,

not

predicted. In

view of the docu-

and

management

(i)

♦

reforms

are

structures

which

seeking to shore

up?

perhaps, seeing the exhauspotential of the colonial
economy to sustain itself—a process
accelerated in the 1980s by
widespread drought, civil strife, and
economic mismanagement, and so
brutally exposed by the harshness of
the
accompanying external
we,

tion of the

economic

conations?
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than sheer devastation. Principal among
them will be the loss of illusion by large

segments of society

—

the illusion that

a

revamped colonial political economy could
sustainable development and meet
the needs of society; the illusion that the

create

outside world rewarded hard work and

sacrifice; that central government and its

policies could protect the vulnerable; that
“strong” government, whether military or
civilian, one-party or multi-party or noparty, could secure the political preconditions for economic development. As increasing numbers have come to see through
these illusions, the lost decade could equally be said to have marked the beginning of
“the loss of innocence”.

Related to this is the

phenomenon of the
coping modes adopted by large
sections of society in order to survive the
devastation wrought by the crisis, especial¬
self-reliant

One of the effects
of the failure of the state to “deliver”

during the crisis has been a generalised
scepticism about both existing political
forms, and the leadership of the state. This
has relevance for developments that
gathered momentum in the political sphere
towards the end of the decade. I referred
earlier to the colonial heritage of autocratic

government. This was taken to the exof political intolerance and repression in the decades that followed. In the
tremes

1980s, particularly under the various
regimes of stabilisation and structural adjustment, economic policy-making became
immeasurably bureaucratic, peremptory,
secretive and unaccountable, even as the
burden of austerity approached the limits of
tolerance. The situation was not improved

by the seeming legitimation of the overt
and intrusive involvement of external agencies
the World Bank and the Intemation—
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al

Monetary Fund, donors, creditors, inves-

host of non-govemment institutions
in the determination of national
economic and social policy.
tors

and

a

sitivity and violence necessary to reinforce
opposition.

and embitter
The

—

Political

Challenges

On the basis of the foregoing analysis,
what may be considered to be the principal

political challenges on the African horizon?
They can be summed up in a word: change,
and the management of change. There can
be little doubt that post-colonial state forms
and political structures have been found
wanting in important respects. Autocracy
and political intolerance have proved ultimately subversive of the political order itself. Where all differences, especially those
in the political and economic sphere, tend
to be regarded by those in authority as subversive, and thus to be crushed; where op-

position to government policy tends so
easily to be interpreted as a challenge to
government; where the stability of the
regime in power has come to be seen as
coinciding with the political order itself—
in such conditions, it is only to be expected
that all difference will tend to manifest itself as subversion, since it can express itself and attain viability only under altered

circumstances.

Again, intolerance and
repression, particularly under conditions of
scarce resources, turn barely manageable
ethnic, regional and social differences into
potential causes of fission. Finally, in an atmosphere of non-criticism and non-accountability — an atmosphere reinforced
by the style of decision-making under adjustment programmes, with their emphasis
on expedition and “strong” technocratic
leadership — there is bound to be failure to

elements

large part, for the rapid spread throughout

endure, while increased size without the expansion of participation will take matters

Africa of what is sometimes described

as

“the democracy movement”. Much less
significant in this connection are abstract
notions of democracy, the examples of East
and Genual Europe, and the ending of the
“Cold War”—except to the extent that the
latter might have induced France to
moderate the application of its neo-colonial

little further.
To those who may consider this too
abstract and remote from the critical needs

version of the “Brehznev doctrine”, that is,
its “right” to intervene to protect its

policies and actions. But unless the matters
briefly mentioned above are adequately

favourite despots in Francophone Africa,
against popular opposition.
This reading of the current push for
democratic rights would suggest that the
process is not as unidirectional and idealistic as many observers tend to think. Deriving its essence from disillusionment and
unfocused discontent, it is not a quest for
multi-party democracy, freedom of speech,
or any of the other important and thoroughly desirable democratic principles, as ends
in themselves. Nor is it really aimed at the
replacement of one particular regime by
another, or of any particular political form
by another, though in the current conjuncture these are the ways in which it manifests
itself. What this would suggest is that any
emerging political arrangement, however

taken into account, the foundations of

“democratic” its form, will soon come
more or less overwhelming pressure
from the very forces that helped bring it
about Its survival will in turn depend on the
extent to which it provides a framework for
under

control. But

incompetence and corruption in a

friendly fashion.

inability of the state to

colonial state to deliver in the economic

“deliver” became exposed, as scepticism
about the capacity of existing political
forms and leaders to deal with social needs

sphere, the analysis just concluded raises
uncomfortable questions about its capacity

and given the limited scope for canvassing alternatives under existing political
arrangements, the rules of the political
game came under increasing challenge, tilting the scales in the direction of instability.
Most African regimes responded to these
developments with just the degree of insen¬

pendent modem state — one that is able to
define, control, sustain and defend productive activity and social development within

grew,

34

as

the

essential, since democratisa-

tion within unviable economic units cannot

For as long as basic needs continued to
be met, the situation in most African
countries could be kept more or less under

error,

are

This, I would argue, must account, in

elaborating and implementing policies that
succeed in bringing economic development with a minimum of distributive justice. Thus, a new system must deliver
economically and equitably, if it is to survive politically.
Considering the doubts earlier expressed
about the capacity of the colonial or neo-

all alternatives, to mobilise all behind the national endeavour, or to expose

canvass

L

Democracy Movement

beyond the existing borders of most
African countries to form laiger and more
durable political and economic units. Both

to

cohere and transform itself into

an

inde-

its borders. On the available evidence, this
would require, at a minimum, genuine and

substantive democratisation of
processes

political
within the state, and reaching

of the moment, perhaps even utopian, I
would say two things. First, nothing said
thus far is intended to deny the vital need
for correct short- and medium-term

professedly pragmatic, hard-headed
programmes such as SAPs will continue to
be shaky. The second observation is just a
reminder: Africa has been engaged in the
formation of modem states for less than
half a century. Durable state forms have

historically emerged in the cause of political, social and economic struggles over
much longer periods than that, and have
been transformed in the

same manner. We
would do well to guard against the futility
of wishing away this awkward historical
tmth.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it may be stated that the
fortunes of Africa in the 1990s and beyond,
will depend significantly on whether its

thinkers and leaders

can bring fully to bear
policy-making, the recognition that historical forces and global processes of the
sort touched upon in this paper have as

on

much

“reality”, and, in their own spheres,
as much regard in the sh^ing and implementation of policy, as the
shorter-term, more localised considerations forced upon all of us by the daily urgencies with which we have to contend.
are

entitled to
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polls by populations who, once given the
chance for the first time, were eager to use
it to vote out old and mainly corrupt
regimes. Observers in Luanda, the Angolan
capital, argue that Jonas Savimbi’s controversial and aggressive personality were

ANGOLA

ANGOLAN ELECTIONS: FAIR AND
FEARED

instrumental for UNITA’s defeat.
The

Fernando Goncalves

Major Players

Sixteen years of war, coupled with
widespread corruption within the ranks of
the MPLA government had contributed to

The 800 United Nations and

independent

party they had in their

erode the

observers raised their thumbs, nodded and
held press conferences, signaling that the

hearts, the

Angolans looked

first multi-party elections in the Southcenttal African republic of Angola had been

future”.
His main rival, the
leader of the Union
for the Total Independence of Angola

“free and fair”.
The electoral process

had been one of the
exemplary in the continent. Against
almost everyone’s prediction, that the
climate of tension that had built up during
the month-long election campaign would
climax during polling days, Angola lived
through some of its most calm days. Turn
out to the more that 5,000 polling stations
throughout the country was already high. In
the early hours of Tuesday, September 29,
as men and women stood in long queues,
waiting for their turn to select the country’s
new president and parliament.
most

The Electoral

Campaign

would

one

that

provide “a

sible saviour. Others believed the altemalive lay in the emergence of a third force,

secure

since UNITA
a

not

be

the vote of the well-educated

Whites and mestigos,

who in bitter terms he

had called them “first class citizens”,

threatening to dislodge them from their
positions in the public service. Many nonBlack Angolans had been very influential
within the ranks of the MPLA in the strug-

day of the final voting, the
European Parliamentarians for Southern
Africa Programme Angola-Canada
(AWEPAA), which had sent 40 observers
to 10 provinces, released an interim statement saying that “the political party
delegates at polling stations confirmed
their satisfaction with the procedures followed throughout the electoral process and

gle against colonialism, and their contribution was honoured by the government,
giving them a role to play in post-independence Angola.

the fairness of the conduct of the elections.

Cork

Within

a

Only

one incident had
observers considered

darkened what

to have been a
brilliant show of civilisation by the An-

most

golan people. At the suburb of Mira-mar,
up-town Luanda, facing the Atlantic
Ocean, UNITA soldiers forced their way
into the residence of Deputy Interior Minister, Armando Espirito Santo, and also the
inviolability of the nearby residence of the
Algerian Ambassador. One policeman was
killed during the incident, whose cause has
not so far been disclosed. During the electoral campaign. President José Eduardo
Dos Santos had asked

Sapem October, 1992

voters to vote

for the

As both official and non-official results

of the elections

began to emerge.
Dos Santos and his MPLA party

President
showed a
large advantage over Savimbi and UNITA.
In the meantime, the

Voice of the Black

(VORGAN ), UNITA’s radio, broadcast commentaries and news, saying that
UNITA was on the lead, and accusing the
government of fraud. VORGAN’s allegations were received with great disbelief, as
foreign observers gave press conferences
indicating that their representatives at the
different polling stations had witnessed no
acts

of fraud.

Four

tolerant
But

also clear that Jonas Savimbi would
secure

was

also

disputes and Savimbi

(UNITA), Jonas Savimbi, on the other
hand, was conducting a ferocious campaign, threatening to settle the scourges of
the 16-year civil war, and to castigate those
who did not support his party. It became
able to

government’s image, and many
upon UNITA as the pos-

days after the elections there

were

very few doubts that the MPLA and Dos
Santos had reversed the recent trend in the

emerging democratic process in Africa,
where incumbent presidents and their
respective parties had been rejected in the

engulfed in internal
regarded as

was not

politician.

the process unfolded, it soon became clear that the MPLA and UNITA were
to

as

become the major players in the Angolan

democratic game,

dashing away attempts
bipolarisation of the country’s
political system. Savimbi failed to exploit
his apparent advantage over Dos Santos,
and did not present himself to the electorate
to

avoid

as a

viable alternative to the incumbent

president, and that his UNITA

movement
could fair better than the MPLA.

President Dos Santos conducted his

campaign in a reconciliatory manner, telling Angolans that the bitter battles of Cuito
Cuanavale, Cunene, Mavinga and other
major clashes between the former FAPLA
(the ex-govemment forces) and the FALA
(UNITA forces) were things of the past, and
that the government malaises of the past 16
years had been the result of the war, rather
than incompetence of the government.
Dos Santos promised an MPLA government committed to repairing past mistakes
and one which, in a peaceful environment,
would develop plans for the reconsttuction
of the war-ravaged country’s economic and
social infrastructure. Contrasting with this
reconciliatory tone, Jonas Savimbi’s campaign was based on empty anti-MPLA and
anti-Dos Santos slogans, intimidating nonUNITA supporters, a posture which sent to
voters a message of a “not so secure
future”.
Savimbi

targeted his campaign on the
recenUy formed anti-riot police, which he
claimed was set up by the government incorporating former FAPLAs who had been
demobilised as part of the process of the
35
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formation of the

new single army. The
UNITA leader claimed that the police,

which he nick-named

“ninjas”, was established to combat his movement and intimidate voters,

forcing them to elect Dos

Santos and the MPLA.
Confident of

victory, Savimbi declared
rally in Benguela, that on October 1 “the ninjas with me, will get it on
the cicks”. In another rally he threatened
that a UNITA government would expel all

at a campaign

transitional
period of three years, certainly counting
that that was the reasonable period necessary to appease all former warring parties.
If accepted, the government’s proposal
would, to a certain degree, have worked in
favour of UNTTA, as it would have helped
government had proposed a

the former rebels to unite while

exposing

the weaknesses of the government, convince voters that it was the only force

workers of the state-owned national

capable of leading the country. But Savimbi wanted power too soon rather than too

television, the PTA, accusing them of being

late.

against UNITA.
At the height of the electoral campaign,
in the central city of Kuito, in Bie Province,

Hoping he would win the elections,
rejected a government
proposal for a government of national
unity, one which would incorporate members of the different parties, independently
of what political group would have won the
election. But as the yet-to-be officially announced results of the scrutiny indicated,
more than 70 percent for the MPLA in the
parliamentary elections and above 51 per-

UNITA soldiers seized and set afire three
brand

new

vehicles

belonging to President

Dos Santos’s office, and held hostage 10
members of the presidential guard, who
their way to the municipality of
Andulo, to prepare for the president’s cam-

were on

paign visit there. Savimbi had been campaigning in Kuito, and UNITA accused the
president’s security of plotting to assassinate its leader. UNITA’s

inability to

credible

margin of votes poses
serious questions to Savimbi’s leadership
qualities, already challenged by successive
allegations by UNITA dissidents of syssecure a

tematic and selective elimination of
UNITA leaders who

disagree with Savim-

bi.
Aftermath of the Election

Savimbi’s response to his defeat was to
declare that there had been massive fraud

during the elections, and threatened to
declare

war

if the National Electoral Coun-

cil announced the final results of the elections within six

days, as demanded by law.
night of October 2, two days after
the elections and when the partial results
were showing Dos Santos and the MPLA
leading, opposition leaders gathered at the

On the

residence of Holden Roberto, the veteran
nationalist leader of the Front for the National Liberation of

Angola (FNLA) to try
to persuade Savimbi to accept the electoral
verdict.

Obviously Savimbi and UNITA had misimage in the eyes of the
electorate, pressing, during the peace talks
in Portugal last year, that the elections be

calculated their

held within 12 months of the ceasefire. The

36

Savimbi had also

for President Dos Santos, Savimbi
retreated to the central highlands of Huamcent

bo, declaring from there, that the official
of the results would cause
militants of his movement to resort to
announcement

violence, and saying the only way to avert
this would be the formation of

government between

a

coalition

the MPLA and

UNITA.

UNITA’s worries grew up as

independent observers and members of all contesting parties were dispatched to the
country’s 18 provinces to investigate the
fraud allegations, but coming out with no
concrete evidence that serious malpractices
had been committed by the governing
party. Most of them agreed that the peace
pact signed in May 1991 in Portugal had
been violated by UNITA, including a
clause which demanded that the former

guerrillas should have been integrated into
the new national army or demobilised six
months before the elections.
As UNITA used delaying

tactics and

constantly postponed the dismantling of its
army, there were three armed forces by the
date of the election, namely, the UNITA
forces, the former government forces and
the new national army. It appears now that
UNITA had decided to maintain

a reserve

force which it would use in the event that
the election did not go its way.
Savimbi declared also that the decision
to declare the elections “free and fair” did

Pic: Ghbalhto/Abalros

Unita leader, Jonas

present himself as a
not

Savimbi, failed to
viable alternative

lie in the hands of international ob-

but that it depended on the Angolan
preople. This came as a surprise to many, as
UNITA had, during the peace talks, insisted
on the role of foreign observers.
servers,

Now that the elections

are

over,

and

Savimbi and UNITA have been defeated, it
remains to be seen what course of action the

government will take to

avoid the dawning

of yet another protracted war in the country.
But it is unlikely that after nearly 30 years
of fighting, first backed by China’s Mao Tse

regime against Portuguese
independence in
1975, by South Africa and the United

Tung

colonialism and after

States, Jonas Savimbi would want to return
to

Jamba and start another war.
And even if that is his aspiration,

he

would expect virtually no support either
from the international community or from
his own guerrillas, the majority of whom
feel that 16 years of war has deprived then
of the privileges enjoyed by the former
FAPLA opponents. ♦
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REGIONAL COOPERATION
DR CHRISTOPHER MACHINGURA

REGIONAL

USHEWOKUNZE: A Profile

COOPERATION IN

Hon. Minister of

Industry and Commerce
Development Corporation from

Chief Executive of Zimbabwe

SOUTHERN

September 2, 1988 to July 1992.
1980-1988
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Mines; appointed special adviser to Vice President’s office, with the
responsibility for coordinating strategic stockpile policy and
Zimbabwe’s transport requirements in Mozambique.
—

AFRICA
Christopher M. Ushewokunze

He

born

April 27, 1944 in Shurugwi, Zimbabwe and is married with four sons and one
educated in Goromonzi, University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland; Intermediate LLB (Hons), Master of Laws, London; Barrister of Law of Middle Temple; registered Legal
Practitioner, High Court of Zimbabwe, 1985.
He was also a Senior Lecturer in Law at the UN Institute of Namibia, Lusaka; Legal consultant,
UNCTAD Zimbabwe Project; ICRC Second Yaounde Workshop on International Humanitarian Law
under Geneva Conference. He has written and published some work on the legal framework of
mining in Namibia and Zambia.
was

daughter. He
This is
was

an

edited version

delivered

of a speech that
by Dr CM. Ushewokunze,

Zimbabwe’s Minister

on

was

of Industry and
Regional Business
Conference on Regional Cooperation held
at Montclair Hotel, Nyanga on September

domestic

29,1992.

allocation of resources”.

Commerce at the Third

production and

a more

REGIONAL

cooperation through ffade arrangements is
fostering the growth of what can only be
described

as an

economic continental drift.

12 years in the Southern African
sub-continent have brought about a state of
transition, which includes;
Political

The

towards

European continent is forming into a
gigantic and growing EC market; North
America is

now

associated in NAFTA;

South America, Asia and the Pacific rim are
all working towards some preferential trade

arrangements. The net results would, of
course, be reduced market access by nonmembers, particularly developing

—

—

—

—

countries.
Africa for its part, and inspite of its comparativcly heavy dependence on primary
products and low level of manufacturing
capability, has initiated a process towards
continental economic integration and trade,
through such treaties as the Lagos Plan of
Action, 1980, and the Treaty for an African
Economic Community signed in Abudja,
Nigeria, in 1991. Both these legal instruments focus on regional cooperation and
integration as the best means towards an
African Economic Community.
Regional cooperation is prompted not
only by geographical contiguity, but also by
enlightened national self-interest in
developing more open markets, more open
trading arrangements, creating a trading
environment with greater competition

which, in the words of the World Bank 1992
Annual Report... “would act as a spur to
Sapem October. 1992

transpired

in the past

—

tariff barriers, and

negative foreign exchange control regimes prevalent in member states jurisdictions. However, a subtinues to be conducted outside the

con-

clearing

Government,

house system, because member states need
convertible currency earnings, and there-

the peace process

fore operate

in Angola and
Mozambique,
Namibia’s independence,
the move towards multi-party
democracies in the region,
the success of Zimbabwe’s policies of
the

implementation of programmes to
the region’s heavily regu-

restructure

latcd economies to make them
open to local
and u-ade.

more

and foreign investment

All these factors have created

an

en-

vironment which calls upon all of us to
focus our attention on regional integration,

focusing
effects

on a single market
economic growth.

and its likely

on

Regional Trade
In

arran-

stantial volume of intra-PTA Trade

changes in South Africa,
a negotiated democratic

reconciliation, and
—

provided for under this

gement were intended to overcome high

Dramatic events which have
INTERNATIONAL

Measures

efficient

our

region we have the Preferential
Treaty — which groups 18

restrictive import licensing

regulations, in order to satisfy that need.
Recently, SAEXTC States who are also
members of PTA transformed their

ganisation into

a

or-

Southern African

Development Community, by signing a
Treaty, providing a fresh legal framework
for what is hoped to be intensified cooperation.
That document was in

tion of

a

essence a

serious intent to

move

declara-

towards

a

regional organisation which not only addresses, through protocols, issues of U’ade,
but also those of economic and social

development. This treaty proposes to take
advantage of geographical, historical and
cultural links and cohesiveness of countries
of the

region. However, the glaring inequalities among member states in natural
resource

and human skills endowment and

the levels of industrial

has been achieved

development, will
severely slow down the pace of
trade liberalisation and market integration,
envisaged by the SADC treaty.
The proposed Community may not be
able to generate speedy market integration,

trade payments system

unless it addresses the need to

Trade Area

member states, and

which has over the past
few years, made it possible for companies
within the region to trade their commodities

across

national boundaries. This

through reduced tariffs,
through the PTA
Clearing House and a PTA trade bank.

tend

its

to

ensure

that

protocols, internal regulations and
37
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REGIONAL COOPERATION

give opportunity to the less
developed member states to improve their
capability to industrialise and produce
marketable and competitive goods and services. A regional Community cannot be
built on the basis of one way trade. There
must be a semblance of exchange and trade
measures,

balance between and amongst

member

states.

In my

view therefore, the road towards a
community will be long and arduous because of the extreme disparities in the
levels of development amongst countries of
the region. However, given political will,
the process of integration, once it gains in
momentum, ought to lead to lower tariffs
and non-tariff barriers to trade, improve
economies of scale for industries, provide
a basis for higher levels of efficiency and
productivity, free movement of labour,
goods, capital and services.
Immediate
It

can

Regional Needs

however, be suggested that early

agreements could be secured among states
on issues which are dictated by present

regional needs, and which have been exposed by the current drought. Indeed, the
region as a whole is prone to drought. The
S ADC treaty provides a golden opportunity
for member states, including South Africa,
which is not yet signatory, to conclude urgent protocols to establish several communities dealing with; the harnessing and
provision of water from the region’s major
river systems; generation of electricity
from coal, hydro and nuclear sources and
its reticulation through a regional grid;
transport and telecommunication systems,
and the utilisation of coal and its derivatives.
These communities would make it possible for the

region to evolve coordinated

and where necessary, joint venture investments, development and management systerns for the benefit of our industrialists in

their diverse sectors.
It is interesting to note that in all these

potential communities, there already exist
bonds and generally uniform
standard equipment and systems, which are
our colonial inheritance. Indeed,
developcommon

ment areas I have enumerated above are

those which in the present circumstances
and for the foreseeable future, offer the

strongest mutual interdependence.
Sapem October, 1992

Finally, the Government of Zimbabwe is
promoting regional cooperation, through bilateral and regional agreements, and through business linkages by
entrepreneurs. I also believe an initial
strategy for regional cooperation on the
basis of urgent needs offers strong
prospects for integration during our life
committed to

♦

time. In the interim and on a bilateral basis,

Zimbabwe has concluded trade agreements
with all countries in the region and is currently negotiating improvements in the
terms of its 1964 trade agreement with
South Africa. It is hoped that an agreement
will be reached before the end of the year. ♦

SOCIAL

MOVKIMENTS

PEASANTS, WORKERS AND THE LAND

QUESTION IN SOUTH AFRICA

shown where the vibrant mixed community

of District Six

was

located; it

was

razed to

ground. At the other end of the city, we
rows upon rows of shacks at
Crossroads, where living conditions are
the

saw

Lloyd M. Sacfiikonye

abominable. Thousands of poor squatters

continue, like elsewhere in South Africa, to

the edge of cities as the
countryside slides into a deep depression.
The squalor in Crossroads and Gugulethu
was a forceful reminder of the deep divide
converge on

between affluent ‘sanitised’. White South

Africa and the

deprived, insecure Black

South Africa.
Land

Inequalities

One of the contentious issues at the heart
of the transition to a democratic, non-racial
South Africa is, of course, the land question. It is a mind-boggling question. The ra-

land-ownership was
enshrined in the Native Land Act of 1913
cial division of

under which Whites were allocated 87 per-

and Blacks 13 percent of the land. The
White-owned farms total 77 million heccent

those of Coloureds and Indians, a half
million hectares; and Blacks, some 17

tares;
a

million hectares in the homelands or banThe poor squatters

continue to

converge on

HIS BROODING gaze hovers over this attractive city of immense social contrasts.

Cecil Rhodes’ dream of

a

British colonial

empire stretching from the Cape to Cairo
did not eventually materialise. However,
his statue which overlooks the

University

Cape Town and the famous Groote
Schuur hospital is a major symbol of South
African colonial history whose staggering
legacy of deep social inequalities require
urgent redressing. The city-port of Cape

of

40

the edge of the cities.
symbolises the pain wrought
bequeathed by apartheid. From the

Town itself

and

breakfast

room

of the hotel where we

tustans. These glaring inequalities in landownership have created conditions of landlessness and poverty in the homelands. The
forced removals of approximately 4 million
Blacks from the so-called ‘black spots’ in

White

areas

between 1960 and 1983 ex-

recently gathered for an AAPS-SAFES
workshop, we could see the notorious Robben island. Across the deep blue Atlantic it
looked so close; and yet for many years, it

acerbated conditions in the bantustans. Ac-

incarceration centre for the leader-

holding thus putting a squeeze on the share
of farm income on the annual income of
households. This forced an increasing number of economically active members to

was an

ship and cadres of the liberation movement.
Some

never came

back alive. Not far from

the affluent centre of the

city,

we were

a recent paper by Masipula
Mbongwa (1992), the impact of the

cording to

removals reduced the average

Black land-

Sapem October, 1992
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seek

debate

strain

issues.

employment and resulted in increased
on labour resources of
farming
households. Given these realities,
Mbongwa has observed, it was only a matter of time before the collapse of the
material base of subsistence farming, a collapse which has made off-farm employment the major source of income for Black
rural households.

t

on

land is

focusing on these central

Peasantry?

off-farm incomes is

a

desperate survival strategy in bantustans
where the average land-holding is less than
1 hectare. Essy Letsoalo in a paper to the
SAFES workshop observed that bantustan
populations now largely survive on remitlances from migrant workers and from informal sector activities. Wage employment
in the bantustans is characterised by commuting to White farms; women and

utilised anyway. In one assessment, the

core

and the

successful White farmland. A solution

daily basis. This partial
proletarianisation of the peasantry has been
a

estimated to be

quite a significant process
given that according to calculations, nearly
90 percent of the Black rural population is
functionally an industrial population
(Mbongwa, op. cit.).
Thus, the bantustans display functional
more

consistent with in-

dustrial rather than

agrarian roles. They
serve to reproduce a significant
proportion
of the working class. The land question
therefore relates to the future prospects of
the

partially proletarianised peasantry:

whether

and inputs

there will be

adequate land
for its stabilisation in agriculture

or not

be successful. Furthermore, the question
of labour migration which the bantustans
to

facilitate will need to be addressed. Should

migrant workers not be encouraged to settie at their work-places and working conditions, including wages, raised to facilitate
the stabilisation of this fraction of the work-

ing class? There

are

few signs that the

along these lines may prove ultimately unsatisfactory as the chequered resettlement
programme
in
Zimbabwe
has
demonstrated. The agricultural core is as
productive as it is because it conuols such
a large proportion of South Africa’s most
fertile land; a land redistribution
programme must
who controls the

productive
a

involve

some

resources

changes in

of the fertile,

farms that make up about
third of White farm units (Ibid.).
core

Massive financial

resources

will be

re-

quired for land redistribution. Although the
case

for the restitution of their land to those

forcibly removed during the apartheid
is

era

compelling one, it might be that some
form of compensation will need to be paid
to the White proprietors by the state. If the
Zimbabwe experience is of any relevance
at all, agrarian reform will stall
quickly if
there is no political clarity and commitment
to

ing corporations such

a

Anglo-American,

as

Volkskas, Sanlam and South African
Mutual in commercial

agriculture shows

the increased diversification of this capital,
but also the

weighty players which the new

government would have to negotiate with
in the agrarian reform process.
Land Seizures
A

mar-

farms

are

redistributed. The visible presence of lead-

productive commercial farming subsector comprises of only a third of White
farms which produce about 75 percent of
total agricultural output. The remainder of
the sector, according to Cooper (1992)
retains non-capitalist elements particularly
the one of tenant rather than wage labour.
The temptation therefore exists for a new
government to take advantage of the
present division in White agriculture be-

children ‘trucked’ in and out of the White

roles that

geoisie. It will be expected to play up the
fears about collapse of food security and
manufacturing if White farmland was

siderable number of White farms are under-

the commercial

state ap-

paratus and in the emergent Black hour-

Of course, the argument for substantial
land redistribution is incontestable. A con-

tween

struggles for and against agrarian

adept at seeking allies within the

Land Redistribution

ginal periphery, leaving the productive core
intact while resettling the landless on un-

on

the

reform. The agrarian bourgeoisie is often

more

Proletarianised

Reliance

on

♦

potentially major force in the reform
is the landless population itself.

process

Letsoalo has observed that the landless
could invade and

summarily seize land and
themselves (Ibid.).
Such invasions had already taken place
where peasants had felt that their cases
against forced removals had been treated
unjustly. Invasions had also occurred on the
urban fringes by landless “squatters”
drawing heated reactions from White surredistribute it amongst

.

bubia. These autonomous and spontaneous
initiatives by the poor and landless are an

eloquent message to the liberation movement to respond quickly and imaginatively
to their plight, itself a legacy of their disinheritance. The constitutional talks continue
dominate

political discourse in South
Africa, but it is the resolution of the emoto

tive and

complex land question which will
to which the new dispensa-

show the extent

tion will be democratic.

The current situation in which 60,(XX)

capitalist White farmers
much land

poor

as over

own

12 times

as

14 million Black rural

is an anachronism. ♦

it. The correlation of class forces within

the state will be crucial to the outcome of

Lloyd M. Sachikonye is

a Senior
Research Fellow and Head of the Labour

Studies Department at the Zimbabwe Institute
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WOMEN AND POLITICS IN SOUTH
AFRICA IN THE 1950S AND 1970S
Desiree Lewis

Black

identified

early 1900s, the ANC incorporated women in its campaign against the
legislative policing associated with the es-

oppressed by and responding to specific
discriminatory practices.

tablishmentof the homelands. Women’s in-

The Federation of South African

volvement in protest led to the formation of
the Bantu Women’s League, whose deputa-

Women and the Women’s Charter

SINCE THE

tions to authorities

successfully prevented
laws among

the enforcement of pass
African women.

After the

anti-pass campaign of the early
1900s, women in the ANC did not play a
major role: they were accorded only
auxiliary membership in Congress and the
League declined as a driving force after the
pass issue subsided. This situation has led
Cheryl Walker to conclude:
The anti-pass campaign of 1913/14
had nothing to do with the women's
rights movement then rocking the
western

world and

to

which white

South

African si^agists looked. It
be argued that in defying
the law as vociferously as they had,
African women were looking back to
can

a

in fact

cultural tradition.

(1991:32).

While the weak status of the Women’s

League after the pass campaign suggests
that African women’s interests were largely congruent with male prescriptions.
Walker’s conclusion is both reductionist

prescriptive. What is surely important
women successfully resisted
the regulations to which Black men were
subjected. Although the campaigns were
influenced by factors such as the state’s tactical interest in condoning women’s rela-

and

is that Black

women are

as a

category

Established in 1943, the ANC Women’s

1940s, the resurfacing of the threat of pasfor women gave the organisation a
focus for autonomous political action. The
ses

formation of the Federation of South
African Women

(FSAW) in 1954 was a
direct result of the perceived need to systematise this action. One of the most significant ideological achievements of
FSAW

was

its Women’s Charter, which in-

eluded the first
ments on

comprehensive set of stategender from within the national

liberatory movement.

defining the objectives of
FSAW, affirmed commitment to a joint
struggle between women and men in a fight
against ‘social evils and obstacles to
progress’, but went on to identify the
numerous interlocking strands of race,
class and gender oppression that impacted
on women’s struggles. In analysing the
document, it is useful to identify the following emphases:
The Charter, in

1.

FSAW’s resolutions affirmed the

with the sanctity of African women

restricted to men. FSAW women, the

prescribed roles as mothers, wives,
sisters and women’s definition of themsel-

Charter claimed, were to commit
themselves to the liberation of the

in their

ments on

women’s atavism

or

‘anti-

feminism’ devalue the

triumphs and organisational strengths in their defence of
their rights and freedom of movement
These successes become visible only if
42

majority from minority rule
and to endorse strategies adopted by
the ANC in achieving this objective.
Stemming from the advocacy of
women’s active political roles, the
Charter criticised the patriarchal at¬
black

in terms of these roles, dismissive com-

2.

in

roles that had characterised their in-

volvement in

initiated little autonomous action in the

tive freedom of movement. Black men’s

ves

trapped
domesticity and restricted
their participation. It was asserted
that women would no longer play the
passive, auxiliary or accommodative
women

League (ANCWL) was a result of women’s
being granted full membership status in the
ANC. Although the League appears to have

participation of women in the struggles of anti-aj)artheid organisations
and trade unions, domains formerly

concern

titudes and structures that

Congress between

1913 and the 1940s.
3.

The indictment of women’s dis-

crimination under sexist practices
and attitudes was developed as a

comprehensive condemnation of
gender discrimination and an affirmation of equal rights for women and
men.

equivocal in
emancipation from op-

The Charter was, however,
its call for women’s

pressive relationships in that women’s
rights were often defined with reference to
motherhood

or

wifehood. The Charter

was

about the actual strategies that
might further women’s struggles. Leaders
were reluctant to antagonise men and the
ANC, and attempted to placate the militant
women who condemned male apathy
during the pass campaign.

also vague

Yet conflicts between FSAW and the

ANC,

as

well as women’s impatience with
apathy of men in the pass cam-

the relative

paign provide concrete evidence of the selfand independence of women
activists’ strategies and thinking in the
1950s. Walker has clearly acknowledged
that tensions between the Congress Alliance and FSAW were not simply inter-or-

awareness

ganisational power-wrangling, but that
FSAW embodied “a challenge to women’s
political autonomy and adulthood,
prejudices which were deeply rooted
within the ANC and the Congress Alliance”
(1991:259).
Sapem October, 1992
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The Pass

Black South African

Campaign

That men’s fears for their traditional

powers had very real foundations is evident
in the military strength of the pass cam-

paign, waged almost exclusively by
women

and conducted

over a

far

longer

period and with far greater endurance than
those of men. Following the announcement
that reference books would be issued to
Black women, FSAW-led civil dis-

obedience

rapidly escalated. The first im-

portant protests occurred in 1956 with pass-

1900s and in the 1950s

women in the early
successfully waged

battles against the constraints on their
mobility. Acting as an independent and
self-defining group, they resisted the fur-

ther curtailment of their freedoms and

rights to choose. Their response was
sparked off by racial discrimination, but
overlapped with perceptions, struggles and
definitions of identity and emancipation
that cannot be codified by the reductive
summations that dominate influential
theories.

burnings in the
Orange Free State and

Black Consciousness Movement

(BCM)
progressively materialist in orientation, and — as indicated in the objectives
of AZAPO during the late 1970s — incorporated class exploitation in its agendas
and policies. Before the formation of
became

AZAPO in 1978, however, BC — like the
Negritude and cultural nationalist movements elsewhere in

primarily

on

state. It is the earlier

phase of BC, a phase of
apparent insensitivity
to the dynamics of

on

class

cam-

and

me

were

by women’s
solidarity, discipline,

f

I

strong rank-and-file
commitment and en-

Pic:

Afrapix

suspicion and hostility of African men.
reasons for male equi vocation as “the fact that men already carried
Walker cites the

and thus lacked the same
psychological motivation that women
possessed” and the “ambivalence that
many Congress men felt towards women in
politics” (263). Whatever the reasons for
passes

...

and women, the

phase during which
women clearly identified themselves as a
self-serving and self-conscious group,
gaining confidence from their personal
political decision-making and action and
encouraged by the obvious gains achieved
by their discipline, solidarity and per-

Sapem October, 1992

Early

BC

philosophy, both in
the

Biko’s best-known

theses is: “The black
is subjected to two
forces in this counuy.
man

tance, but also the

severance.

interpreta-

proposing a
revolutionary vision,
foregrounded the
centrality and normalcy of masculine identity. One of Steve

confronted

only an intransigent and ruthless
state stepping up its
repression in respon- Can
gender be addressed only after waging the struggle against apartheid?
ses to FSAW’s resis-

men

a

oppressed’s subjection

not

a

demand

and

paigners.
During this phase,

1950s ushered in

gender
seems to

! diagnosing

durance among cam-

the schism between

to

revisionist
tion.

marked

women

and

politics, that

paigns grew in force
throughout 1957 and
1958,

focused

against the apartheid

tion of International

Day

—

psychological and cultural

punctuated by the
triumphant celebra-

August 9. The

Africa

rehabilitation. This, argued the proponents
of BC, would instil the liberating consciousness for revolutionary struggle

was

Women’s

♦

After the

Sharpeville massacre and the
banning of the ANC, the Women’s League
went into decline along with all other ANC
affiliates. By 1963, when the government
had made all reference books compulsory
for Black women, FSAW had collapsed.
What took the

the

place of the

gap

created by

banning of the ANC in later years

women’s movements affiliated

to

were

the Black

Consciousness Movement.

...

1957,5). ‘Black Consciousness’, argues
Biko, “is in essence the realisation by the
black man of the need to rally together with
tion

inception in the early 1970s, Black

Consciousness (BC) concentrated

oppressed by an external
through institutionalised machinery
and secondly, and this we regard as the
most important, the black man in himself
has developed a certain state of alienation.
He rejects himself...” (quoted in Arnold:

his brothers around the cause of their opera-

Black Consciousness

At its

He is first of all

world

on

the

need for all Blacks to

develop a positive
sense of self in reaction to
apartheid and its
White-centred myths. In later years, the

—

the blackness of their skin

—

and to

operate as a group in order to rid themselves of the shackles that bind them to
per-

petual servitude” (quoted in Arnold, 18).
The gendered language here is not incidentally sexist. At the heart of early BC
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formulations was

an

culation of Black

emphasis on the emas-

men

and their need to

positive identity. It is this that explains the marginalising of women in its
rhetoric, and the ways in which women
were solicited as psychological and
material supports in male-orientated strugrecover a

The

Transkei. While home industry

the most effective site of resistance and

ence.

support contributed to women’sself-defini-

industry initiatives had significant political
potential which the state — with its bannings in 1977 — clearly recognised.
Critics of gender oppression within BC
are likely to stress the flagrant sexism of BC
rhetoric and practice, implying women’s
gullibility in being trapped by male
prescriptions. But attention to the complex

were

tion

gles.
prescribed involvement is evident in

as

‘mothers’, ‘wives’ and ‘sisters’.

These conventional roles

acquired a special
in the context of detention without

the formulations of women’s movements

urgency

affiliated to the

trial, the mass incarceration of children and

early BCM. Formed in
1974, the Women’s Division defined
women’s political role by concentrating entirely on conventional domestic tasks such

is not usually considered politically subversive, or
even relevant, BCP projects in the 1970s

that political struggles
waged in private domestic arenas.
This situation generated powerful material
and emotional bonds within the family and
the community. That the family emerged as

pearances, meant

the violent

repressive machinery deployed

in the streets, homes

and schools of Black

townships.

signalled important attempts to break Black
people’s debilitating economic dependAs such, the women-dominated home

child-care and housework. The same

circumstances of the 1970s can uncover the

supportive tasks for women were enshrined
by the Black Women’s Federation. Established in 1975, it claimed in its manifesto that “Black Women are basically respon-

ambiguities of Black women’s actual circumstances, and identify the constraints

as

and

psychological

women’s

pressures

The emotional force of motherhood has

sible for the survival and maintenance of

largely the socialisation
youth for the ffansmission of the
Black Cultural Heritage’’ (Rambally, 1977:
109).
The centrality of mothering and supportiveness in women’s self-perception and
political consciousness, however, obliges a
consideration of the sp^ecial dynamics of
township resistance. In the 1970s’ climate

in South Africa’s anti-apart-

their families and

been pervasive

of the

heid movements as well

of

state

violence vis-a-vis revolts initiated

mainly by minors, women were subjected
to compelling emotional calls to defend
their beleaguered communities. First, the
catastrophic Soweto revolt of June 16,
1976, was led by schoolchildren, and it is
schoolchildren who were the primary targets of the state’s repressive apparatus. Significantly, adults generally tended to play
an auxiliary political role. The Black
Parents’ Association, for example, supported demonstrations that were initiated
and waged by students at high schools and
universities. While the definition of
women’s

‘special’ status as mothers cannot
be denied, it was not only women who
played an ancillary political role in the
1970s, but adult

men as

well.

Secondly, the state’s response to resistance in the 1970s was an awesome display
of repression and force. The mass detention
and slaughter of schoolchildren: the invasion of schools, community centers and
homes; the numerous mysterious disap¬
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that shaped

perceptions and responses.

where

women are

as

in other contexts

called upon to

defend

and protect the oppressed children and men
of their communities. Motherhoods’s

centrality demands not only that we consider the hegemony of patriarchy (and
women’s ‘internalised

oppression’), but

also the circumstances that constrain

Thirdly, although women were defined
as ancillary supporters in formal organisation within the BCM and in many ways

eclipsed in BC rhetoric, it is noteworthy
that women had de facto active political
roles

—

which reveals the authoritative

women’s

ability to make broader political
dealing justly and comprehensively with women’s experiences, more re-

choices. In

search needs to be done

under BC

very different
from the conventions associated with
women

was

maternity. As opposed to the
authority and active involvement in public
Western

affairs that BC associated with mother-

hood. Western middle-class conventions of

mothering are underpinned by silence, passivity and women’s confinement to the
domestic realm.
Related to the redefinition of women’s
roles

was

the reconstruction of ‘domestic

activity’ like the BCP home industry
projects — dominated by women — in the

women

really thought, and not simply what
they have done.
Conclusion

Gender, in the history of South Africa’s
liberatory movement, began to be

authoritative roles did not automatically

Black

what

have

potential of their concrete experience. It has
already been shown that women’s
challenge the gender hierarchy. Yet it is
equally noteworthy that ‘motherhood’ for

on

national

acknowledged as a legitimate political
issue only during the 198()s, when the first

organisations that focused
emancipation were established. It is significant that these moves
overlapped with what was perceived within
the broad anti-apartheid movement as a
phase of tactical adjustment. In the late
1980s, for example, the ANC was no longer
solely concerned with challenging the
status quOy but with its role in future policymaking and government.
This confirms the argument that gender
was always a secondary issue in the broad
moves to set

on

up

women’s
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anti-apartheid struggle, that it could be addressed only after the waging of the struggle against apartheid. Yet this claim should
not

obscure the extent to which women’s

Post-colonial

theory raises questions
interpreters. It
challenges commonsensical and liberalhumanist explanations (one writes about
about the motivations of

others because

organisation and politics have consistently
registered, however tenuously or complicatcdly — women’s self-awareness and
self-interest. This ‘gender registering’ is
not comparable with First world patterns.
Women are never uniformly oppressed, and
no single group of women can be said to
typify women’s oppression.
When we turn to women’s self-pereep-

representable others is alarming; the hidden
and unconscious agenda of many White
feminist interpreters seems to be to

lions, it becomes clear (bat the national

demonstrate Black women’s need for sal-

liberalory movement has defined women
patriarchal ideology as

vation and the role of

with reference to

sisters, mothers or wives, and that women’s

self-perceptions have often been shaped by
thc.se consrtucts. Within these disempower-

ing statuses, however, women often
developed new roles of authority and
strength. However limited and ambiguous,
these identities differ from the conventional

pa.ssivity and silence of the Western, middlc-class conceptions of sisterhood,
motherhood and wifehood.

one

is curious, because it is

human nature to want to understand others,
because one is concerned about the welfare
of

others). These

are

particularly sensitive

issues in South Africa, where the legacy of
White interpreters wielding control over

enlightened White

feminism in their deliverance; to
demonstrate their normativeness and the

corresponding deficiencies of their Black
‘subject-matters’.
Feminists drawing on post-colonial
theory problematise the ranking of interpretalion on the basis of their ‘authenticity’
or ‘legitimacy’ and also raise questions
about representation and power. From this
perspective, the question of why there has
been such an abundance of writings about

♦

Black women by White women in South
Africa ceases to be a specious gripe, and becomes

a

crucial

political and academic

issue.
Awareness of the obscurer ways

in which
a.scendancy over others will inevitably grow in the future, although, like
many of the other debates in South Africa,
it has tended to be couched in heavily emo-

groups gain

live terms and, for this reason, to be discredited. ♦
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STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES IN ZAMBIA
AND ZIMBABWE
The Structural

Adjustment Programme in Zambia: Lessons From Experience,

by Allast M. Mwanza, SAFES Books, Harare, 1992.

edited

The First Year Experience, edited
by Phineas G. Kadenge, SAFES Books, Harare, 1992.

Zimbabwe’s Structural Adjustment Programme:

Reviewed
WORLD

THE

Bank

Report of the

1980s, Africa's Adjustment and Growth
The

1980s

claimed

that

in

“countries

undergoing Structural Adjustment Programmes(SAPs) were

doing better than
those

which

not.” The claim

are
was

in the
bank’s 1989 long-term perspective study,
Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Growth. Not surprising, this questionable claim has sparked a lot of debate
and the two publications under review are a
good example of the ongoing debate on
SAPs in Southern Africa. Using different
styles and methods of analysis, the two
publications attempt to provide a background to an understanding of the reasons
repeated
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by Charles Mutasa
colonial days

Mwanza views the Zam-

of
single-export commodity (copper) dependence and on
how this commodity

bian SAP

declined

behind the

adoption of

S APs in Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The volume edited

as

by

having excountry’s

markets

acerbated that

on

world

resulting in

economic crisis. The

negative effects

volume draws its

con-

Zambia’s national

careful

development plans.

elusion from

a

analysis of at least 13
years
of Zambian
economic performance
under a World Bank sponsored SAP from 1978 to

experience reviewed in
Mwanza’s volume stands in sharp contrast
to the poverty of the material examined in
the volume edited by Phineas Kadenge
which uncritically focuses on the basis of
SAP in Zimbabwe implemented in 1990. A
1991. The rich

detailed review of each follows.

Development Plans
Mwanza’s volume traces the roots of the
economic crisis in Zambia back to the

Zambia had

sive

on

exces-

dependence

on

copper, whose price
in the world market

began to plummet in
ripple effects throughout its
economy such that, out of four postcolonial national development plans articulated by the new Kaunda regime, only the
first one (1966-70) had most of its targets
realised. The second plan coincided with
the 1970s with

the world-wide economic recession of

1973 which

triggered off an economic

recession in Zambia whose effects were exacerbated

by the drastic fall of copper from
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1974 onwards. The Zambian economy

the destruction of

electricity generation at
Kafue Gorge and the need for its immediate

through

went

a frustrating period which
the abandonment of objectives such as

saw

repair, forced Zambia to return

industrial expansion, tourism develop-

by imposing
stringent conditionality. Thus the 1990 SAP

about

largely because of inefficient allocascarce foreign exchange resources
which resulted in the shortage of industrial
inputs. Mwanza’s volume shows how these
and related developments threw Zambia
economic crisis that

an

turn to donors

for aid which

saw

was

These

coup on

indispenna-

tional

development plan coincided with the
country’s adoption of a World Bank-sponimplemented in 1978 at the

beginning of Zambia’s third national
development plan(1977-1983). With SAP
prescriptions such as price decontrols, currency devaluation, privatisation, deregulation of job security and minimum wages,
production in Zambia declined while the
rate

of

unemployment increased with in-

dustries producing at half their
the country

capacity

became saddled with

a

as

heavy

debt burden. Mwanza’s volume shows that
this

was

due to the deterioration in the terms

of trade which led

to

increased external

borrowing and increased debt service commitmcnts(p.5). Throughout the third plan,
copper prices fell and it is only in 1979 that
the terms of trade improved but without
sustenance of course.

Devaluation and Economic Decline

During the period 1983-1985, Zambia
a three-year Structural Adjust-

concluded
ment

Programme in which the

was

to

have

( i

economy

devalued currency,

liberalised trade, no food and input subsidies and tightened government spending”

(p 18). A Foreign Exchange Auction Systern was designed to distribute foreign currency impartially, in the hope of stabilising
the exchange value of the Kwacha. This did
not

work. The system contributed to mas-

sive devaluation of the Kwacha, business

operations became impossible, interest
Sapem October, 1992

policies combined, caused

another wave of food riots and an

sable for its economic survival.

sored SAP

price decontrol and the

removal of subsidies.

Zambia

Thus, the lapse of Zambia’s second

further

meant

tion of

into

to the IMF

which welcomed Zambia

ment, to mention but a few. This came

i

♦

Pic: Cah/in Dondo

What did SAP offer the

ordinary people?

attempted
June 30,1990. With the decline in

the salaries of urban workers, plus the
general unptopularity of the government, an
opposition group, the Movement for Multiparty Democracy(MMD) was bom. Its
tremendous popularity subsequently
propelled it into power after the October
1991 general elections. The 1990 SAP was
suspended pending the general election

which led to the
rates were

decontrolled, inflation

ac-

celerated and at the

same time agriculture
manufacturing faced stiff competition
from luxury and fast selling items.

ousting of Kenneth
Independence

Kaunda’s United National

Party from government.

and

Mwanza’s volume stresses how debt

The

New

Economic

Recovery

Programme’’ of 1988 is seen as an outcome
of Zambia’s experience with SAPs, but the
volume fails to adequately justify this assumption. An alternative explanation as to
why Zambia suspended the IMF/World
Bank-sponsored programme could be the
mounting debt crisis and to stop auctioning
of foreign currency, in short to ditch the
IMF. Thus, it limited by 10% export earnings of its debt payment and reintroduced
government controls.

However, the 1988 recovery programme
led

situation

whereby the production
give
Zambia adequate financial support, whilst
high government budget deficits and all
sorts of economic malaise persisted.
to a

sector came to a halt. Donors did not

Mwanza’s volume notes that 60% inflation
was

Mwanza’s volume is readable, interest-

ser-

vicing was IMF determined. Increases in
the price of maize resulted in food riots in
1986 in the Copperbelt region.
((

Alternatives

experienced at the end of 1988 and that

ing, well-researched and
However, the

one

informative.

glaring weakness of the

volume is that it suffers from the TINA

(there is

no

alternative) syndrome. The
important factors which

volume chronicles

make SAP in Zambia manifestly

inevitable,
complains that the timing of SAP was
“fast and wrong.’’ While there is recogni-

but

tion that IMF and World Bank SAPs

are

lacking in design and that ‘homegrown’
myths, it is disappointing
that Mwanza’s volume simply criticizes

programmes are

these programmes
offer

even

proach of

a

without attempting to
rudimentary alternative ap-

any

kind. While Mwanza’s

volume

informatively contends that the
case is an example of how not to
implement a SAP, it offers little precious in
the way of how the Zambian pitfalls can be

Zambian

avoided let alone how
can

be

an

alternative SAP

implemented. How SAPs

commodate both the capitalist

is

a

can ac-

and the poor

question that remains unanswered.
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Mwanza’s volume

serves as a

useful

stepping stone to further research on the
experience with the SAP and its

Zambian

possible experience for new comers like
Zimbabwe. The volume is thus a useful

contribution to the ongoing debates on
economic reform and should be read by students and researchers in the social sciences,
as

well

and the

as

by policy-makers in government

private sectors.
Zimbabwe

The work edited

by Phineas Kadenge

looks at how Zimbabwe’s inherited

colonial economy

has made development

reuxjgressive, culminating in the adoption,
in 1990, of the bitter IMF medicine in the
form of an Economic Structural Adjustment Programme(ESAP). The title,
“Zimbabwe’s Structural Adjustment
Programme: The First Year Experience” is
seriously misleading because nothing
much is discussed about the performance of
Zimbabwe’s ESAP during its first year. The
study fails to address the issue of experience because it was too ambitious to do
so, especially with regard to the first year.
However, a disappointing factor connected
with this shortcoming is that the recently

published study (August 1992) could have
looked at a lot of secondary data on the effects of ESAP in Zimbabwe going towards
the end of the programme’s second year.
There

this

was a

lot of information available on

by the end of the first quarter of 1992
it is very surprising that the volume is

government was caught between two goals,
economic
The

growth and equity.

study repeats the frequent observa-

tion that inherited colonial structures fettered the

growth of the economy. Zimexperienced foreign currency
shortages, especially during the 1982 world

babwe

recession
the

on

the world market which

saw

country’s dollar being devalued by

20%. Some companies

failed to secure raw

materials and

temporarily closed down.
that of Leyland Car
Assembly which closed for three weeks.
This was followed by investment failure;
borrowing meant mounting debt (e.g. $4,2
billion debt by 1988); budget deficits were
The extreme

case was

incurred as government concentrated on
social service expenditure while parastatals
incurred costs and losses. Due to

deficits, inflation

rose to

budget

15% by 1990 and

unemployment rate increased.
Against this backdrop, the study gives a
brief outline of the components of ESAP in
Zimbabwe and speculates on the
programme’s possible impact on vulnerable groups concluding with a social
awareness snap-short survey (more journalistic than anything else) in Harare and
Zhombe which is awfully unrepresentative.
The snap-short survey is too narrow to be
the

classified as academic research. Related to

this, it is disappointing to note that the study
makes a number of claims which go

unsub-

stantiated. For example, “if the trade
liberalisation programme is properly

Nevertheless, the study does provide a

planned, then social dislocations can be
minimized.” (p.25)
In the end, there is nothing new which
can be learned from this study by an informed reader with general knowledge

already familiar story

about Zimbabwe’s ESAP. The work has

and

silent

on

this information.

Inherited Colonial Structures

useful account of the

of how Zimbabwe’s colonial-inherited

neither theoretical substance, nor does it

which is reliant on agriculture
and export of primary products; how its
dual economy promoted social imbalances,
and how the effects of sanctions during the
UDI period between 1965 and 1980
militated against self-reliant development
with the consequences of handicapping the

review

economy

growth of the post-independence economy.
The result is that the post-independence
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an

material

already rich body of academic

on

Zimbabwe’s ESAP, and the

very interesting public debate inside Zimbabwe. In fact, the 26-page study is no more
than

a

simplified version of the public

document; “Zimbabwe: A Framework for

publi.shed
by the Zimbabwean government in early
1990. Not surprisingly, the authors end up

repeating government propaganda in the
guise of academic analysis.
Compared with Mwanza’s volume on
Zambia, the study on Zimbabwe is seriously lacking in its analysis of the

government’s economic performance. Too
much blame is laid upon the colonial legacy
to the extent of negating possible economic
mismanagement of the incumbent government.

The causes of ESAP in Zimbabwe are

no account of why
ESAP became relevant in 1990 instead of,

generalized and there is
say,

in the early 1980s.

The work

on Zimbabwe provides statisfigures which appear patently false or
which are at least incompatible with those
given in other literature. For example, the
unemployment figure is given as 1 million
instead of 1.4 million). Also, the pamphlet’s
glib attribution of the collapse of the supposedly diversified Zimbabwean economy

tical

to

world recession leaves a lot to be desired.

In Mwanza’s

volume, we are given an
analytical explanation of how the Zambian
monoculture economy failed, but in
Kadenge’s case we are not given any
analysis of how Zimbabwe’s supposedly
diversified economy failed like the
monoculture economy of Zambia. A critical analysis of such questions would have
given Kadenge’s pamphlet an academic
orientation which it seriously lacks.
Finally, it is worth noting that Kadenge’s
study is a useful starting point despite the
shortcomings highlighted above and
SAFES should be particularly commended
for

providing regional scholars with a

facility for such publications. The
provision of the facility should be taken as
a serious challenge by regional scholars
who wish to be taken seriously. In the case
of Zimbabwe, there is a need for more conCrete, detailed, well-researched analysis of
ESAP. Maybe Kadenge and his colleagues,
who are economists by training, should be
encouraged to rewrite their study, but only
after

more

careful academic research and

analysis. ♦

Economic Reform (1991-95)”

Charles Mutasa is
student at the

a

Political Science

University of Zimbabwe.
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WIDOWHOOD IN ZAMBIA
A

Song in the Night: A Personal Account of Widowhood in Zambia by Nora M.

Mumba, Multimedia Publications, Lusaka, 1992.
Reviewed

WESTERN ACADEMIA has done

a

commendable task in

identifying and
describing some of the most sexually
repressive and harsh social and economic
conditions

face in their

everyday
struggle for existence and survival in Third
World societies. But perhaps none of these
accounts matches the deeply trying experiences in “A Song in the Night” by Nora
Mumba. A graduate of the University of
Zambia, the author tells a riveting account
of her extreme anguish and suffering when
women

her husband

was

by Mwizenge S. Tembo

rotting flesh.” (p.78) Mumba explains
assumptions of the property grabbers is that the property belongs to the
deceased man. But quite often, in modem
Zambian marriages these household
belongings are acquired through the efon

that the

forts, contributions, and sacrifices of both
the

and

in the

marriage.
public outrage that has come out of
numerous incidents of widows being
man

woman

The

died, and just minutes after his burial, her
mother-in-law, father-in-law, and sister-in-

stripped her household of all the possessions leaving her and her three small
children virtually destitute. All of this under
the guise of Zambian matrilineal tradition
Property

The short book

explores her own anger
powerlessness, the injustice of it all,

her search for emotional and

spiritual

excellent

Job in exposing

some

of the

contemporary social injustices, conflicts
and behavioural problems that are a

perhaps suggests that
example in Zambia,
are coming of age. By discussing the issue
in the public media and publishing the book
in Zambia, the society is perhaps making a
statement and establishing a consensus in
acknowledging that there is a serious social
problem. The act of publishing this touching and yet provocative book perhaps also
suggests that the problem of exploitation
and repression of women should be publicly exposed, addressed, and prevented.
African societies, for

and custom of inheritance.

her

often found in the Western world, she does
an

The book also

laws

at

perspectives. This book perhaps reprevery good pioneering effort Mumba
uses not only prose but poetry very effectively in conveying her trying experiences
to the reader. Although Nora Mumba hardly professes to be the traditional radical
fire-eating feminist like the variety that are
sents a

product of some of the anachronistic traditional customs and beliefs in a typical urban
African society today.

ill for at least two years,

Household

and

sup-

port during that tumultuous time. Mumba

stripped of household property by the

rebels

some of the most archaic of
traditional Zambian customs that dictate

deceased husband’s relatives resulted in

how

widows. The law that protects widows is
the Interstate Succession Act of 1988 which

tary text in the study of contemporary

passed by the Zambian parliament in
March 1988 after years of very intense and
vigorous lobbying by men and women in

change in African culture. Third World
women’s studies, impact of Western
religion on the African society contemporary African literature and poetry.

a

against

widow should behave, what sexual-

ly demeaning rituals to undergo, how to
mourn,

and what she should wear, and most

of all she

rightly vehemently protests and
despises the modem present day practice in
urban Zambia of stripping the widow of all
her household possessions soon after the
husband is dead. “Seriously, though, I
detest this dirty Zambian habit of grabbing
property upon the demise of the head of a
family. It is despicable for anyone to thrive
on

anothers death, reminiscent of maggots
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a

public campaign to enact a law to protect

was

Zambia.

Analysis
In the

struggle for women’s liberation in
Zambia or Africa in general, there has been
a lack of literature that expresses the
women’s deeply felt personal experiences

This book is excellent

as a

supplemen-

,

Mwizenge S. Tembo is a lecturer in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Bridgewater College, Virginia,
USA.
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WORKSHOPS HELD IN LESOTHO

SEPTEMBER 1649,1992
SAFES Trust held several

Workshops concurrently in Maseru,

Lesotho, from September 16 to 19, 1992, to discuss first drafts
of the contributions to the

projects on the Informal Sector, the
Economic Crises and Development Policy and the, Lesotho Book
project and to discuss Phase 2 of the Debt and Structural Adjustment Project.
The first workshop, onThe Informal Sector in Southern Africa,
was jointly sponsored by the Economics Department of the National University of Lesotho. This workshop began, on the first
day, with a paper by Guy Mhone which presented an overview
of the informal sector in Southern Africa and its structural role

during times of recession and during the era of strucadjustment. Mhone’s paper generated a lively discussion on
the implications of the segmented and involutionary nature of the
informal sector for technical, allocative and distributive efficiency and for promotional strategy, particularly given the resource
re-switching implications of structural adjustment programmes
currently being pursued in almost all of the countries in Southern
and status

tural

Africa.
The rest of the first

devoted to discussing various
aspects of the informal sector in Lesotho as part of the project
undertaken under the aegis of the Economics Department. Dr
L.V. Ketso presented an overview of the informal sector in
Lesotho, pinpointing the definitional problems associated with
the application of the concept in Lesotho, the structural limits to
its development and promotion, and the importance of a healthy
formal sector economy as a precondition to its efficient growth.
Dr Ketso noted that the distortionary consequences of peripheral
dependency in Lesotho’s formal sector were also manifested in
the involutionary and residual nature of the informal sector. This
theme was further elaborated upon by Mr K. Matlosa, who, in
his paper on “Retrenchment of Mine Workers in South Africa
and the Capacity of Lesotho’s Informal Sector to Provide
Employment”, preferred the “petty commodity mode of
production” as the analytical paradigm for the informal sector.
Mr. Matlosa saw no hope for the informal sector as a viable way
of reabsorbing the returning migrants and instead suggested the
promotion of cooperatives.
Additional papers on Lesotho concerned the “The Socioeconomic Role of Burial Societies and Money Lending Clubs in
50

day

was

by Mrs T. Matobo, which unravelled some
interesting findings on the financial resources that can be
mobilised by these institutions which have a quasi-formal/quasiinformal status; the “Role of Children in the Informal Sector”,
by Mrs L.M. Molapo which painted a depressing picture of the
participation of children and the use and exploitation of child
labour in the informal sector; the “Role of Non-Formal
Education”, by Mr S. Motlomelo; the “Informal Sector and

Employment Creation ”by MrsN. Liete; and “The Informal Sector Survey Selected Results from Maseru”, by Dr. Hoohlo and
others.
The second day was

devoted to the SAFES Trust Informal Sec-

Project case studies on Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Mozambique presented by Mr. Ndoro, Mr. Nyirongo, and Mr Macamo
tor

respectively. These case studies were informed by a common approach to the issue and while addressing particularistic manifestations of the informal sector in the respective countries, nevertheless arrived at similar conclusions as to its structural origin
and constraints particularly with respect to its residual and involutionary nature in the context of ailing formal sector
economies. The informal sector workshop ended with a discussion of a research proposal for Phase 2 of the SAFES Trust
project presented by Guy Mhone which outlined a suggested approach to analysing the impact of structural adjustment on the
informal sector and its consequent policy implications for
promoting the informal sector.
The third day began with presentations of case studies pertaining to the S APES Trust project on Economic Crisis and Development Policy which entailed an exploration of the consequences
of the configuration of social classes on the formulation of viable development policies. Only papers on Lesotho and Zimbabwe were presented by a Lesotho team led by Dr. Tuoane and
by a Zimbabwean team of Mr. Mavhima and Mr A. Sibanda
respectively. The former team focused on the role of social
groups in policies associated with land allocation and utilisation
and the allocation of credit, showing the manner in which differential access to these assets is perpetrated in a way that constrains their efficient deployment. The Zimbabwe team primarily emphasised the socio-economic basis of the earlier declared
socialist orientation in economic policy and the recent about-turn
toward market-oriented liberalism. Both teams noted that they
still had more work to do in order to vigorously illustrate their
theses. The third day ended with presentations on the envisioned
strategy for Phase 2 of the Debt and Structural Adjustment
Project by convenors of Phase 1 of the project, Messrs P.
Kadenge (Zimbabwe), I. Shao (Tanzania) and B. Kaluwa
Sapem October, 1992
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(Malawi). Mrs E. Phiri from Zambia and Mr. Kapijimpanga,
Regional Director of HIVOS, the funding agency for the project,
participated as resource persons on gender and the FONDAD
debt campaign and lobbying strategy.
The afternoon of the third day and all of the fourth day were
devoted to the Lesotho Book project on Development Crisis in
Post-Colonial Lesotho convened by Mr. Matlosa. This part of the
workshop saw the presentation of a wide ranging series of critical papers on Lesotho viz:
Accountability Crisis — M. Sejanamane,
Constitutional Reforms
Politics of

—

The conference will address ten national

various social movements and their relations with the state.

»lyvTiyw

—

—

Conference

on

South Africa and the World: A New Vision

The South Afncan Institute of International Affairs

(SAllA),
conjunction with the Centre for Southern African Studies
(CSAS), held a four-day conference (26-31st August, 1992) at
the Magaliesberg Conference Centre in the Transvaal. The stated
aims of the conference were to draw together expertise to debate
a future policy for South Africa and to
identify issues that required further research.
Three plenary sessions were held on the second day of the conference. The first session provided an historical overview of
foreign policy in South Africa. The panel consisted of representatives of the NP (Sheila Camerer), ANC (Stanley Mabizela),
PAC (Mosebeyane Malatsi), SACP(Essop Pahad) and academia
(Peter Vale).The second session looked at foreign policy in the
transition period and in the third session. Jack Spence and Sam
NoluLshungu provided outsider views of the possible direction
for future South African foreign policy.
The last two days of the conference were taken up by commisin

sion. These commissions concentrated

SOCUL MOVEMENl^ IN SOITTHERN
AFRICA
SAPES Trust will be

holding a workshop on the social movein Southern Africa in Harare from November 16-18,1992.

Participants will be drawn mainly from the members of theproject network on Democracy, Civil Society and the State in
Southern Africa, covering the following countries: Angola,
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland,
Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa.
Social Movements play a significant and visible role in the
political and socio-economic life of the region, but there has been
few systematic analytical analyses of their character, objectives
potential and limitations. Instead, a large proportion of related
social science research has tended to be confined to studies

2.

and its
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3.

South Africa in Africa:

4.

South Africa in Africa: Economic

5.

The

diplomatic

political and diplomatic

making of foreign policy: The foreign service, institucivil society.
In conclusion,this conference highlighted the need to debate
the restructuring of the foreign service and the type of foreign
policy that should be employed by a future South African governtional support and

ment.

However, the

manner

in which the conference

was struc-

tured served to indicate that White male South African academics

and

practitioners still

saw

themselves as playing a central role in
in a future South African

the formulation and execution of policy

government.

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT

on

myriad institutions, government policies and the
post-independence “crisies” (economic, agrarian and
political). See SAPEA/June, 1991.
state

various

on:

South Africa in the world: political and
South Africa in the world economy

1.

the

1

a

—

ments

studies and it is

hoped that the different trajectories of social movements in these
different countries would necessitate different levels of analytical emphases. The objective of the project, however, is to integrate the broad regional theoretical and comparative aspects
and the more detailed specific case studies. From the conference,
one hopes that the debates will develop a theoretical framework
that will facilitate the possibilities of linkages between the

N. Mahao,

Dependent Client State — S. Santho,
Industrialization Strategies — Hoohlo,
Technology Change — M. Ngqaleni,
The Finance Sector
T. Kityo,
Strikes and Worker Militancy — F. Makoa,
Soil and Water Conservation
Q. Chakela,
Environmental Planning — V. Mashinini,
Land Policy — R.C. Leduka,
Employment Policy — L. Ketso,
Reabsorption of Retrenched Migrant Workers — L. Matlosa,
Gender Relations
Mrs S.M. Hoohlo, and
Changes in the Educational System — L. Matsotso.
Overall, the papers seemed to suggest that Lesotho was approaching a crucial historical juncture whereby not only a propter
stock-taking was necessary, but a new developmental and political thrust was also imperative.
Dr Lloyd Ching’ambo, a Research Fellow at S APES Trust also
attended the various workshops and performed an invaluable service as chairperson for several sessions.

case

♦

Ethnicity, Identity and Nationalism in South Africa
A major international conference will be held in Grahamstown
during 20-24 April 1993, focusing on identity and ethnicity in
51
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♦

South Africa in terms of its past and current manifestations, but
with a particular emphasis on its possible future role and form.
The conference will be

organised jointly by the Institute of So-

cial and Economic Research, Rhodes University, and the Centre
for Social and Development Studies, University of Natal.
The conference will be

organised around these sub-themes:

historical and theoretical issues, regional comparisons, the
rhetoric of identity, ethnicity and race/class/gender/age,
mobilisation and power,

identity and conflict, violence and

theid: The End

of Apartheid, Future regional Cooperation and
Foreign Aid,. CHR Michelson, Department of Social Science
and Development, 1992; Human Rights in Developing
Countries: Yearbook 1991 edited by Bard-Anders Andeieassen
and Theresa Swinehart, compiled by human rights institutions in
Canada, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway and
Sweden; Third World Options: Power Security and the Hopefor
Another Development by Justinian F. Rweyemamu, Dar es
Salaam: Tanzanian Publishing House, 1992.

reconciliation, ethnicity and the land; accommodating multiple
identities and the constitutional issues.
on these and related themes, relevant to South Africa,
other states and regions are invited. For further information,

Papers
or

the Conference

contact

SAFES BOOKS

Secretary, Institute of Social and
6140.

Economic Research, Rhodes University, Grahamstown
Tel 0461-22023 ext 550/1. Fax 0461-23948.

VISrrORS TO SAFES

NOW AVAILABLE
Class

Struggle in Africa — Kwame Nkrumah
PANAF

Sekou Toure

During the period September 22 - October 14, SAPES Trust
honoured by the visits to its Central Secretariat by the following people; His Excellency Ambassador H. Ikonen, Embassy of Finland; Igmar Strom, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Finland;
E. Phiri, Zambia; P. Breeden, Dartmouth College, USA; Isaac
Mazonde, NIR, University of Botswana; Helge Ronning,
University of Oslo, Norway; Docke Faber, European Centre for
Development Policy Management; I.G. Pochar, UNIDO;
Thomas Ohlson, Stockholm, Sweden; Anne B. Jensen, Agnette
was

Eriksen, NORAD, Harare and Noritt H. Vedeld, NORAD, Oslo.
A number of scholars and academics come to either familiarise

themselves with the
in

our

operations of SAPES or carry out research
increasingly expanding Library and Documentation

Centre.

Male

Daughters, Female Husbands — Ifi

Amadiume

Africa Must Unite — Kwame Nkrumah
(Road to Socialism) — Dionne

Nationalisation
Bolton
An End to

Hunger — Solon Barraclough
Story of an African Working Class — Jeff
Crisp
Revolutionary Path — Kwame Nkrumah
Oil and Class Struggle — edited by Peter Nore
The

and Terisa Turner

Africa’s Refugee Crisis — ZED Books
The IMF & World Bank

ZED Books

Political Science in

LDC NEWS

Adjustment
The LDC is

or

Africa — ZED Books
Delinking — ZED Books

War, Politics and Power —ZED Books

compiling a bibliography on "Peace and Security
and Regional Integration and Cooperation in Southern Africa",
“Women in Politics” and a database for the Gender Project. The
former will be very useful for the SAPES International Relations

SAPEM

Division whilst the latter will boost the activities of scholars and

P.O. Box MP 111

activists

—

engaged in women’s studies.

Subscribe

to:

Subscriptions

Mount Pleasant
Harare

BOOKS RKSrVED

Zimbabwe
Tel: 726060/727875
Fax: 732735

Sustainable peace:

Angola's Recovery compiled by David
Sogge, Harare, SARDC (1992); Southern Africa After Apar52

,

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW
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FLYiriG COLOURS
For

more space,

comfort and style. For a fantastic choice of outstanding

destinations. For fabulous DC10 performance to London, Rome,
New York, Frankfurt,

Cyprus and Bombay. For swift onward connections
anywhere in the world. For friendly, personal service.
For all of this, and more, Zambia Airways gets flying colours.
to

Fly Zambia Airways, the friendly way to discover the world.

Zambia
A

new

Airways

pleasure in the skies

1st Floor. Zambia House Annexe, The Mall, P.0, Box 192 Gaborone

Tel: 312027 313684 Telex 2911BD Or contact your

local Travel Agent

1
THE REAL AFRICA

Zambia is

one

of Africa's top tourist

This is attributed

to

destinations.
outstanding
and tranquillity

the existence of

natural attractions, the peace

prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
are a "go ahead" and warm people.
Certainly, Zambia has every right to be proud of its
natural heritage of great waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and

who

the wealth of its wildlife roaming

the

vast sanctuaries

and

the tranquillity
unspc>ilt nature of such tourist "gems" which form
the basis of Zambia's particular appeal to the world
tourist market today.
Tourism is playing a significant role in projecting the
image of Zambia to overseas countries, and is now
attracting a much wider circle of visitors from all over the

ever)’

effort has been made to

presetv’e

and

world who visit Zambia for its natural

completely unspoilt wildlife

►

Zambia is the

UU-'

Zambia's

to

areas.

birthplace of two great African rivers, the

Zaire and the Zambezi, the
2 500 km

beauty and its

latter threading its way for

the Indian Ocean

embracing

en route two

of

outstanding features, the majestic and world

famous Victoria Falls and the

vast

man-made lake of

Kariba.
A visit to Zambia is very

exciting and

an

adventure that is

unforgettable. But what of the country itself and where
are

these

unique attractions that combine to offer the

holiday of a lifetime?
For the

answer to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
contact

anyone

of our

ZAMBIA NATIONAL

TOURIST BOARD offices.

Nordiska afrikainstitutet
Chips ta

USA New York

Tel; 229087/8/9

Tel; 21456

Tel; 212 308-2155/152/171

naiy Homa
Tel; 06-3213696010307/

Fax; 225174 Tlx; ZA 41780

United

Fax; 001 212 758 1319

32124050213805

South Africa

Germany Bonn

London

Tlx; 405884

Tlx; 611421 ZamtHS

Johannesburg

Tel; 0228 376811/378971

Tel; 71-589-6343/344/655

LIvingetone

Australia

Tel 622 92060

Fax; 0049 228379536

Fax; 004471 581 1353

Tel; 321404/5

Tel: 2312172

Fax 622 6239

Tlx; 885511 Bosa D

Tlx; 28956

Tlx; ZA 24210

fix; 0716179

Tlx 488367

Lusaka

-

Head Office

Kingdom

Sydney

